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Prof. Hollenbach Retires
With 33 Years of Service
John W. Hollenbach, professorof English,
on the
Hope College faculty. During his distinguished career. Dr. Hollenbach served in administrativeas well as academic posts.
He joined the faculty in 1945 as professor of
English. He was dean of the College from
1947-1955 and vice-presidentfrom 19571965. He served as chairmanof the department of English from 1967-1973.
From 1955-1957 he was dean of the faculty
of arts and sciences at the American University in Cairo. During 1965-1966 he was a
visiting professorat the American University
of Beirut,and director of the Great Lakes
Colleges AssociationJunior Year in Beirut
Program. During the summer of 1968 he was
director of a Yugoslav-American
Seminar in
Yugoslavia, under a grant of the U.S. Office
of Education and the Departmentof State.
He has been chairmanof the Great Lakes
Colleges AssociationAdvisory Committee on
Middle East Programs, a member of the
GLCA Advisory Committee on Eastern European Studies,and a member of the GLCA
Faculty Council.
In 1974 he was named an honorary member
of the North Central Associationof Colleges,
' in recognitionof his 25-year relationship with
the organization.During this period he
worked diligently toward making the NCA
Commission on Research and Servicea force
will retire this spring after 33 years
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NCA Liberal Arts Study in the 1950s and a
consultant for numerous liberal arts colleges
throughout the NCA region. He was chairman of the NCA Committee on Liberal Arts
Education in the early 1960s.
Dr. Hollenbach is a graduate of Muhlenberg College and holds the A.M. degree from
Columbia Universityand the Ph.D. from the
University of Wisconsin.
Among his academic interests are American literature, contemporarydrama, Mark
Twain and modern Middle Eastern cultures.
Dr. Hollenbach is married to the former
Winifred Lehman. They have two sons,
David and John F.
An indepth profile of Dr. Hollenbach and
his career at Hope will appear in the summer
issue of The Hope College Magazine.

1978-79 Academic
Calendar Announced
The calendarfor the 1978-79 academic year
has been announced by Provost David

Marker.
Residence halls will open and freshman
orientation will begin Aug. 26. Classes for the

Aug. 30.
There will be no classes on Labor Day (Sept.
4) and the Fall recess will run from Oct.
12-15. Other Fall semester calendar highlights include Homecoming Weekend, Oct.
20-22; Parent's Weekend, Nov. 3-5;
Thanksgivingrecess, Nov. 23-26; semester
examinations,.Dec. 14-19.
The Spring semester will begin Jan. 16 with
residencehalls opening the day before. Other
Spring semester calendar highlightsinclude
Winter recess, Feb. 22-25; Spring recess,
March 30-April 8; Semester examinations.
May 7-11; Alumni Day, May 12;
Fall semester will begin

Honored

Hope College presented three awards recognizing DistinguishedAlumni at the annual
Alumni Day Dinner Saturday, May 13.
Max D. '46 and Connie Hinga '49 Boersma
of Grand Rapids, Mich., the Rev. Edwin M.
Luidens '40 of Teaneck, N
. and the late Ruth
Stegenga '42 Luidens, and Dr. T. Elliot Weier
'26 of Davis, Calif, were selected as this year's
DistinguishedAlumni, accordingto Elsie Parsons '46 Lamb, presidentof the Alumni As. J

sociation.
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versities. He also ’.vas coordinatorfor the

Baccalaureate-Commencement,
May 13.
The 1979 May Term will run from May
14-June 1 and the June Term from June 4-22.
The 1979 Summer Session is scheduled for
June 25-Aug. 3.
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for sound education in

The DistinguishedAlumni Awards recognize individualswho bring honor to their
alma mater through contributionsto society
and sendee to and support of Hope College.
The Alumni Board selected this year's
award recipients at their fall, 1977, meeting,
prior to Mrs. Luidens' death on Dec. 26. Mr.
Luidens acceptedthe joint award on behalf of
both himself and his late wife.
Mr. ami Mrs. Boersma were honored for
their active service to the Grand Rapids community and for their faithful support of Hope
College.
Mr. Boersma is a vice presidentof Import

as

of News from Hope College this year is providing
you with an indepth, up-to-date look at one of the four

Each issue

academic divisions of Hope College. This issue focuses on the
Social Sciences Division, beginning on page 7, including a
feature on biofeedback research which Hope junior Don
Penzien demonstrates in photo above.

Distinguished

Motors of Grand Rapids. He has served on the
Grand Rapids School Board a total of nine
years, two years as presidentand five years as

He is an active member of Central
Reformed Church of Grand Rapids, having
treasurer.

served terms as deacon/elder, vice president
of the consistoryand church treasurer.

He

is

presentlya teacherin the Bethel Bible education program.
Mrs. Boersma is also active in Central Reformed Church, serving as Women's Guild
presidentand a member of the board of directors of Marriage and Family Center, located at

the church. She is a teacher and department
head of the church's Sunday school program,
and she and her husband are also youth group
leaders.

Sharing her husband's involvement in support of education, Mrs. Boersma is P.T.A.
presidentand has also held other offices in the
organization.Approximately 10 years ago she
set up a tutoring program in two Grand
Rapids schools.The tutoring program involved almost 40 adults and 40 children over a
ten-year period.

Alumni

Mr. and Mrs. Boersma are initiators of a
program for black youngsters. They have also served as foster parents
through the juvenilecourt program.
They have been faithful supporters of
Hope. Mrs. Boersma is a member of the
Grand Rapids Chapter of the Women's
League for Hope College and has also been
national presidentof the League. Mr.
Boersma is a previous presidentof the Hope
Alumni Association.
They have three children: William '75,
local Big Brother

Elizabeth'77, and Paul, a high school senior.
Dr. Weier was recognized for his outstanding contributionsto the field of botany. He is
professor emeritus of botany at the University of California, Davis, where he has been a
member of the facultysince 1936. He was
previouslyan instructor at Oregon State College and held various temporaryposts during
the depression years.
Dr. Weier is the author of a textbook of
general botany, which is consideredone of the
standard and most widely used texts in the
field. It was first published in 1959 by John

Wiley and

is currently in its fifth edition.

In the mid-1950's, he began working with

graduates and post-doctoralstudentsin cytology, a rapidly-developingfield of biology.
He has published numerous original papers
as well as reviews on the subjectof chloroplasts, the small cellar bodies that efficiently
convert solar energy and make leaves green.
In 1968 he was elected to give the annual
faculty research lecture by the Davis faculty.
An active Davis campus faculty member,
Dr. Weier served on numerous committees
which formulated policies when the campus
enlarged and became a part of the University
of Californiasystem in the mid-1950's. He
also served as vice-chairman of the Davis
Academic Senate for one year.
He received the Ph.D. .in biology in 1929
from the Universityof Michigan and has held
post-doctoralfellowshipsfrom the Commission for Relief in Belgium and the National
Research Council.
Since retiring in 1969, Dr. Weier has forsaken the laboratoryand again became a field
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continued from page one
botanist. He is currentlyinterested in the rock

Nevada and the deserts to
the east, which have never been studied belichens of the Sierra

fore.

He

is

1

married to the former Katrina Schmid

'21. Together they enjoy gardening, the

Sierra Nevada and its ecosystems, and photography. Many of their photographs are text

book

illustrations.

The Rev. and Mrs. Luidens were honored
for their dedicated service to the Reformed
Church in America and for their faithful witness to the Christianfaith and its principles.
Mr. Luidens is director for East Asia and
South Pacific Programs, a divisionof Overseas Ministries, National Council of'Churches
of Christ in the U.S. His primary responsibilitiesare coordinating program planning
for the major Protestantdenominationsin
North America as they relate in missions with
churches in East Asia and the South Pacific.
He is liaison officer of the National Council of
Churches with the Christian Conference of
Dr. T. Elliot Weier
Asig/and the Pacific Conference of Churches,
two major regionalcooperativechurch agen- branch of the National Council of Churches'
Division of Overseas Ministry. During the
From 1943-64, Mr. and Mrs. Luidens
years 1961-64 he was executive director of
were Reformed Church missionariesto the
Near East Christian Council of Radio Voices
Middle East, with assignments in Bahrain,
of the Gospel, an evangelicalChristian radio
the Arabian Gulf; Amarah and Basrah, Iraq;
station which broadcaststhroughoutthe
and Beruit, Lebanon.While in missionary
Middle East and Africa.
From 1964-68 Mr. Luidens was executive
service, they were responsiblefor evangelistic
and educationalwork with local Arabs and the secretaryof the Board of World Missions for
English-speaking communities.From 1958- the Reformed Church with responsibility for
supervisingdenominational programs outside
60 Mr. Luidens was executive secretaryof
the continentalU.S.
RAVEMCCO, the mass communications
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Rev. and Mrs. Edwin M. Luidens

1

currently a trustee and executive
dent of Church Women United of Teaneck
board member of United Board for Christian and Bogota, was involved in the RCA's womHigher Education in Asia, an officer of North en's organization,had membership in the
American Coalition for Human Rights in
RCA's NominationsCommittee for General
Korea, and a. founding member of World As- Synod, and was a regional participant in the
sociationof Christian Broadcasters.In 1968 Alumni Associationof Hope College.She was
he was one of a three-member survey team also active as an officer in the Japan International Christian University Foundation in
appointed by the National Council of
Churches to evaluate the National Middle
New York, and served as director of Christian
Education at Second Reformed Church, HacEast Relief Program followingthe June, 1967,

He

is

kensack, N.J.
In 1975 Mrs. Luidens and her husband
He holds the B.D. degree from New
BrunswickTheological Seminary and the
were named recipients of the Bergen County
M.Th. from PrincetonTheologicalSeminary. Council of Churches award for outstanding
He was ordained into the ministry of the Re- Christian service.
formed Church in 1943 by the Classis of
Members of distinguishedHope families,
Rochester.
Mr. Luidens is the son of the late Rev. Dr.
Mrs. Luidens was active in church and
Anthony Luidens '12 and Mae DePree '12
community programs. She served ~as presiLuidens. Mrs. Luidens was the daughter of
the late Rev. Dr. Miner Stegenga '15 and
Dureth Bouma '15 Stegenga.
The children of Edwin and Ruth Luidens
are Donald ‘'69 and Peggy McNamara '69
Luidens, Carol Ann Luidens '71, and Robert
Press
75 and Mary Koeppe 75 Luidens.
The third editionof the Hope College
Women's League cookbook is off the press.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Boersma
The cookbookis compiled by the Grand
Rapids Chapter of the Women's League and
Hosts
contains nearly 1,000 recipes, none of which
appeared in previous editions. The third ediYouth
Events
tion also contains a new category of
The Hope College music department and
recipes— busy day meals utilizing crock pots
the National School Orchestra Association
or microwave ovens.
will host its annual Youth Choir and Youth
Editor of the cookbookis Mrs. John Albrecht (Jane Wells '67). Mrs. Edward Marsilje Orchestra on campus July 30-August 5.
PUBLISHEDBY THE HOPE COLLEGE OFFICE OF COLLEC.E REL/UIONS
(Diana Hellenga '64) is associate editor and
The music camp is open to students in
Vol. 9, No.
May/June 1978 Mrs. Donald Walchenbach (ElaineBielefeld grades 8 through 12, who are recommended
by their high school music director.
Published for Alumni, Friendsand Parentsof Hope College.Should you receive more than one '46) served as advisor.
The first editionof the Women's League
The program will consist of choral and incopy, please pass it on to someone in your community. An overlapof Hope Collegeconstituen-
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New Women's League

Cookbook Off

Hope

2

Music

HopeColleoe
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cookbook appeared in 1963. A second printing
was run in 1965. The second edition was published in 1970.
Editor: Tom Renner
The Hope College Women's League of
Editorial Assistant: Eileen Verduin Beyer
Grand Rapids was organized on May 10,
Reporter:Debra Hall
Photo Credits: Paul Hartje, John Kobus, Andy Loree, Martin Wick, The Kalamazoo Gazette 1950, for the purpose of furnishing dormitories and various other buildingsat Hope
Official Publication:news from Hope College is published four times a year by Hope College, College and to promote interest in the College.
85 East 12th Street,Holland, Michigan49423
Copies of the new third editionof the
Women's League for Hope College cookbook
Second class postage paid at Holland, Michigan49423 and additionaloffices of entry.
may be ordered from the Hope-Geneva
CORRECTION; The names of the artistswhose work appeared in the featureon the student Bookstore, Hope College, Holland, Mich.
49423. The cost for mail orders is $4.50 per
publicationOpus (April, 1978, Page 4) were inadvertentlyommltted.Contributing their
copy. Checks should be made out to Hope
artwork were Sarah Lehmann, a senior from Ann Arbor, Mich., and GretchenNelson, a
cies

2

makes duplicationsometimes unavoidable.

junior from Pleasant Ridge, Mich.

Summer

College.

strumental instructionat the ensemble, sectional and orchestra/choir
levels, as well as
reading sessions, lecture demonstrations and
clinics by guest artists and staff.
There will also be an extensive recreational
and social program, including Lake Michigan
beach and pool swimming.
The choir will be limited to 60 voices and
the orchestrais to be a balanced group of 100
instrumentalists.
The fee for studentsstaying on campus will
be $80. The fee for participants who will be
commuting from their home is $30.
Further information can be obtained by
writing: Hope College Music Department,
Holland, Mich. 49423.
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tuckers

Truck driversand college students be-

thought

it

had to do with teachers."

coming "good buddies?"

Follow-up fliers added all the missing
Paul I. Pettys,a senior from Ludington,
words except "trucker."By listening to comMich. , recently staged an event that was made ments in the campus coffee shop, Pettys deup of the unlikely combination of trucks,termined when it was time to quit the teasers
truckers,collegestudents and art.
and divulge that TAT stood-for"Tribute to
"Tribute to the American Trucker," Pet- the American Trucker." Then he plastered
tys' one-man show of contemporarygraphic the campus with fliers that told the whole
paintings, on display in, the Hope CollegeArt story.
Gallery in early April, will probably go down
Pettys says he had three reasons for his
in Hope's historyas one of the most unusu- elaboratepromotionof the show.
ally promoted events ever to occur on campus.
"First, what's the use of doing something if
Pettys' show not only exposed viewers to
it can't be seen? 1 also want to get the gallery
art dealing with truck imagery ; it also exposed
known to students and have students start to

i

them

to trucks.

use it more. And 1 also wanted to have stuthem wearing freshly- dents know about the art department, to have
painted graphicdesignsby Pettys on their cab them know where we are on this campus."
doors, were part of the campus landscapefor a
Pettys' love affairwith trucks began during
day. The trucks were provided by Roddy's
the summer of 1974, just before he came to
Truck and Auto Exchange of Holland and
Hope. He managed a gas station on U.S. 31 in
were parked outsidethe DeWitt Center. Free Ludington and also worked as "a sleeper,"
rides were available for those who never had driving empty trailers back to their loading
the experience and were willingto climb up points.
into the cab.
During that summer he says he learned to
A white center-line beginning at DeWitt's love the feeling of movement, the restlessfront door routed viewers to the gallery,
ness; and the views of American countryside
where a C.B. radio was on to add to the atmo- which are part of a trucker's life.
sphere and give viewers the chance to conAs an artisticimage, trucks attract Pettys
verse with truckers,waitresses,police and
because of "their size, their grace, the colors
other "highway culture" experts.
and the chrome."
Highlighting the promotional activitieswas,
Pettys' truck graphicscome in a variety of
a variationof the Hope "Pull" tradition— a
sizes. ("At first 1 thought 1 had to do them big
truck pull between two fraternities, the Prat- to get across their power. Now 1 can do them
ers and the Cosmos, on 12th Street between much smaller") and mediums, including at
College and Columbia avenues. The Cosmos
least two unexpected ones: water, colors and
were the first to tug a 17,000 lb. semi to the dime store magic markers.
opposite end of the block and won a Pettys'
As a promoter, Pettys can only be judged a
painting and a lot of applause.
success. He saw to every detail, from making
Five semis, most of

i
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Pettys says his promotional talents are
"just inborn."
"Not that many people know me on campus. But I know just about everybody. 1 spend
a lot of time watching people, finding out
their reactionsto things, noticingwhich
things on a bulletinboardpeople give a second
look to."

i

Cosmo Richard George, a junior from Western Springs,
(above) after his fraternity(below) raced to victory in truck pull.

Pettys presents theme painting to
ill.

r
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Pettys began his on-campus promotion
about three months before the event with the
popular advertising technique of the "teaser."
Fliers announced that "It's coming — TAT."
"I'd listen to people talking about it. Nobody knew what it was. Some people said it
had to do with television, other people

sure the refreshments for the opening included black coffee (no cream or sugar
allowed) and saucer-sizedcookies that were
anything but dainty, all the way up to convincing Holland's City Manager Terry Hofmeyer '62 into temporarily converting the
block surrounding Hope's main campus into a
legal truck route to accommodate the free
truck rides.
The show was three years in the making,
and Pettys believes that he's only begun to
explore the artist imagery of the truck and
driver. He hopes to become a freelance artist
after graduation.

dose-up

Students Experience Arts Up-close

campus
scene

The following story on the

Program is fourth in

a

New

York Arts

News from Hope Col-

lege series on domestic, off-campus study opportunitiesfor Hope students.

The vast culturalresources of New York
City are well know. A Great Lakes Colleges
Association Arts Program in the arts' capital
makes evident a less known fact — that "students from the oddest places are equal to the
most extraordinary opportunities,"says Dr.
James Malcolm, dean for the fine and performing arts and Hope's liaison for the New
York Arts Program.
The core of the program is apprenticeships
to practicing professional artists. Students are
engaged in full-time apprenticeships,
offering
an intimate view of the professionalstandards, procedures, materials and personnel
associatedwith their fields of interest.
"Through the apprenticeship,art becomes
a reality to students; it becomes grownups
making their living,"says Malcolm. "Students see how the artistestablishes standards,
see what the artist's real problems are, see
how the professionalworks."
For the student, the apprenticeshipcan include such ignoble tasks as making coffee and
walking the dog; the same apprenticeship
might also include hanging a show alongside
Pop Artist Jasper Johns, being part of on-

Summer Rep Theatre

1

I

I
Claire Eisenbise, a Hope senior from Elizabethtown, Pa.,

locationinterviewing and filming with an
ABC television news watch crew, teaching
Egyptian art to 6th graders through the
Brooklyn Museum community education
program, or being one of a two-person staff at
a City-ownedcable TV channel producing 10
hours of live and taped programs each week.
(All of these have been actual experiencesof
recent Hope participants in the New York

program.)
The program also provides for participation
The 1978 Hope Summer Repertory Theatre
in regularly scheduled seminars. The semiseason offers "some exciting viewing oppornars have three goals: to provide background

shows."
Entering its seventh season, Hope Summer
Theatre runs in a repertory format July 7Sept. 2 in the air-conditionedDeWitt Center

on the Hope College campus.
Opening the repertory season will be the
classic American musical West Side Story.
A contemporaryadaptation of Shakespeare's
tale of Romeo and Juliet,the play adds sophisticated music by Leonard Bernstein and exciting choreographyto a poignant story of

for experiencing to the fullest advantage the
artistic works and events currently available
in the City, to reveal

common

concerns

among the arts, and to encourage significant
discussionamong students and seminar guest
artists.

The third component of the program is the
keeping of a. journal, recording thoughtful
reflection on the experiences,observations
and discoveriesmade during residency in a
city saturated with arts events.
The form of the journal may be varied, but
is expected to show that the New York experi-

Kevin

Is

Tammi

GLCA New

York Arts Program participantthis semester, apprenticingas a

ence has resultedin reflection, evaluation,
insight and knowledge. "At Hope College we
can talk about theatre.In New York, you
stumble on it all over the place," says Malcolm.
Students are required to live in the City.
The New York staff assists in the search for
housing and in orienting new students.A
working relationshipexists with two residency hotels near the GLCA New York office,
and many participants choose this housing.
"The things you hear about a city like New
York are never as bad when you're there,"
says Malcolm."1 haven't met a student who
didn't get turned on to New York. They get
turned on — and a little more street-wise."
"The semester made me more confident.
You learn there's a world out there that you
have to deal with," is the way one recent
participant puts it.
Malcolm says the New York program seeks
students who are adaptable, -intellectual, and
have basic and fundamentaltraining in the
arts. The more inventiveand imaginative the
student,the more likely his or her apprenticeship will include the "extraordinary oppor-

tunities"of mingling in that mix of people,
places, and events which constitute the artist's
existence.

Because of the close relationshipbetween
apprenticeand sponsor, a personal interview
in New York is requiredof all applicants. This
interview enables the New York staff to appropriatelymatch students and artists.
Working apprenticeshipsare available in
the visual arts, performing arts, and the literary, publishing,film and communication
arts. Although Hope studentsparticipating in
the program have traditionally been art or
theatre majors, this semester the first Hope
music students (Noel Wing and Mark
Hulsebos) are in New York along with two
communicationmajors (Claire Eisenbiseand
Barbara Ingham) and a theatre student
(Michael Rice). Malcolm says the staff hopes
to increase involvement of studentsinterested
in the literary arts.
All participants must be full-time. Successful participation earns 16 semester hours of
academic credit. Tuition fluctuates and is determined by the averaged half-yeartuition for
all twelve GLCA colleges.
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Back — Stronger Than Ever

Last summer Hope student and athlete
Kevin Clark underwent open heart surgery.
Inheritthe Wind by Jerome Lawrence and Now he's back on campus for his senior
year — a year without football, and without
Robert E. Lee follows.Lauded by critics as
basketball, but with special meaning for Kevin
"one of the most powerful dramas of our
time," the play is based on an explosiveepi- and the people he knows and meets.
Although doctors advised Kevin against
sodic in American history — the 1925 Scopes
playing football or basketball, they did allow
"monkey trial," which brought a young
him to participate in track. At the first track
biology teacher to court for teaching the
meet of the 1978 season Kevin grabbed two
theory of evolution in a Tennesseepublic
first place finishes (100 yard dash and the
school. The drama weaves the themes of individual freedom and spiritual awareness into running long jump). The performances he
turned in weren't his best, but they proved to
an engrossing plot. Director is Donald V.
Finn, associate professor of theatre at Hope. be a positive push for Kevin.
"It was reassuringfor myself because I had
The Robber and the Bridegroomby Alfred
to prove that I could still do it." Kevin exUhry is a relatively new musical. Set in
Mississippi's Natchez Trail region,the lively plained, "The challenge was personal."
For Kevin, the mental problems of recuperplay is based on a folk tale. Music by Robert
ation and starting his senior year outweighed
Waldman has a bluegrass,country sound.
Director is John Vreeke, formerly associated the physical ones.
"When I first came back," explainedKevin,
with Summer Boulevard Theatre at Calvin
"my biggest problem was the mental accepCollege.
tance of my situation. I had always been
The Venetian Twins, an 18th century
strictly an athlete, and I had to find other
Italian farce by Carlo Goldoni, is the final
addition to the repertory season. The light- things to do."
Now Kevin is active in F.C.A. intramurals,
hearted love story takes the form of the cornmedia dell' arte. Despite complicationsdue to and has taken up guitar, besides being back on
the track team.
mistaken identities, the play resolvesitself
Said Kevin, "God showed me that in my
most happily. Director is Krikor Satamian,
who directed The Importance of Being Ernest own life I was stunting my growth. There are
more things to life than just sports.I think
in the 1977 season.
God has given me the chance to reach out and
This season's company is an energetic,
diversified and talented group, says Tammi. be an example."
By being an example, Kevin ventures out
Tom Stechschulte,popular actor from past
seasons, will be back to play a major role in on his faith, and doesn't mind talkingabout
his experiences of the past year.
Inherit the Wind. Stuart Sharp, associate
"My faith was strengthened throughout
professor of music at Hope, will be in his
the summer." Kevin added, "I know that
second season as musical director.
Tammi is pleased to announce the prices through faith we can overcome anything."
Whether running the 100 yard dash or leadhave not been increasedthis season. Money
saving season coupons are available. For in- ing songs at F.C.A. meetings, Kevin Clark is

tragic love. John

a

"Girl Friday, Man Saturday"at a City-ownedcable TV station.

Launches 7th Season

tunities"for theatre go-ers, promises John
K. V. Tammi, summer theatre director.
"Our objective has always been to presenta
variety of plays in high quality productions.
This summer we will again present a fine
season of both musical and dramatic entertainment, a balance of new and old, of comic
and serious.
"We urge people to plan to see all four

is

is director.

back

— stronger than

ever.
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Creative Genius

scene
>us

My Life as a Tennis Ball may not be on the and rather emphasizethe fun of writing for
New York Times' best sellers'list, but it was a one's peers."
hit among 5th graders at the recent Young
During the three-hour conference, each
Authors' Conference held at Hope.
child participates in three activities:a sharing
The book, after all, was an eyecatcher be- period during. which poetry and stories are
cause of its distinctive round shape. It had
read to small groups of other children, a creaelements of drama and suspense (Will the
tive activity time including listening to adult
tennis ball survive suffocationin a cannister storytellers and doing some expressivebody
and subsequent torture by a racket?) and re- movements, and a group session led by Jack
solved with a happy ending ("All in all, I
Ridl, assistant professorof English,who was
like my life as a tennis ball").
evaluated by more than one discriminating
The Young Authors' Conference, sponconference participant as being "really cool."
sored by the Hope department of education,
Also serving as a resourceperson was Hope
has been an annual event since 1973. The
Senior Julie Raabe of Flushing, Mich., who
conference involves almost 500 elementary
age children from area schools in an event
almost guaranteed to nurture creativity.
"Our original motivation for the conference and still the principal by which we operate is our concern that childrenlearn to communicate in writing — throughout their
elementary years. That's why we encourage
participation at an early age," says Dr. Nancy
Miller,associate professorof education and
conference director.
"We view the conference itselfas a
motivational tool to assist schools in encouraging children to write. But we encourage
that schools minimizethe conference itself.

has had broad exheriencein dance and creative

movement. Julie led the children through a
sessionwhich encouraged them to use their
bodies to become everything from purple
scarves to burst balloons.
The Story Spinners, sponsored by the Kent
County Library,gave observers some new
insights, into the art of story telling.
Each child attending the conference was
selected on the basis of some creative writing
already shared with classmates.Private, paraochial and public schools in Holland, Zeeland, Grand Haven, Allegan, Grandville,
Jenison, Coopersvilleand Hudsonville were
represented.

I
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Senior Julie Raabe leads children through creativemovement.
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"Learning the language of another country
makes a gesture. It also presentsa challengeto
one's self. If you succeed in learningthe language, you are able to feel the whole structure
of the language— and the structureof each
language is different. And finally, to learn the
language is the best way to learn about
another country."
The spokesman was Dr. Thomas

Nowotny

'59, recently appointed Austrian Consul

Gen-

He emphasized that chances to learn more
Shortly after his return to Austria in 1969,
about the country one is visiting may come
Nowotny became private secretary to the Authrough unexpected, informal encounters,
strian Chancellor,Dr. Bruno Kreisky, a posiand that the more familiar one is with the
tion he held until 1975, when he was aplanguage the more likely these encounters
pointed to the Austrian embassy in Cairo,
become. Nowotny, for example, worked for a "Egypt. While in Vienna, Dr. Nowotny was a
month in a Holland factory, an experience
which resulted in a Social Security number
and more importantly an insider's view of
American industry.

frequent guest lecturer in the program of the
Hope College Vienna Summer School.
His wife Dr. Eva Rohl Nowotny is also a
career diplomat in the Austrian Foreign Service, assigned to the Austrian Mission to the
United Nations.

New York who visited Hope in early
April. Among Dr. Nowotny's activities was
eral in

!

Through foreign study one is able to be
more conscious of one's own identity and the
participating in a panel discussionon the
identity of one's own country, Nowotny said.
theme: "Being a Student Abroad: Challenges
"You get some distance. This enables you
and Opportunities." He also spoke to history
to act and have emotions of your own (as
classes and met informallywith international
education students.

Nowotny, who

i

f
\

f

joined the Austrian foreign

sendee in 1962, speaks French, Arabic and
English,in additionto his native tongue. He
says one must spend about six months in
another country before beginning to feel at
ease and profiting from the experience.
"Culture shock", he said, is not only the
result of being surrounded by those who
speak another language; it also springs from
the accumulation of countless differing everyday habits and customs. Nowotny, who
spent the senior year at Hope as a Fulbright
Commission scholar,remembered difficulty
in adjusting to the familiarity which exists
between American professorsand students.
In Austria such familiarity is regarded as a
sign of weakness on the parts of both."

regards your country), instead of being
planted like a tree."

During his visit Nowotny was presented
with a Hope College DistinguishedAchievement Award on behalf of the Board of Trustees, acknowledging his contributionsto internationalcultural understanding.
After his graduation from Hope, Nowotny
returned to Austria where he earned his doctorate in law from the University of Vienna.
This was followed by further study in economics, both in Vienna and Paris, and a
period of militaryservice in Austria.
His

assignment abroad with the Austwas in New York where
he served from 1964-69 as Consul and Deputy Head of the Austrian Information Serfirst

rian foreign service

vice.

Nowotny and former Hope roommate

Richard Brockmeier, now a

member of

the

Hope
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hope

/ummer
repertory
theatre

hope summer theatre
presents

an exciting adventure

in 'repertory

with

WBT

SIDE

SHOf

a musical by Arthur Laurents,
Leonard Bernsteinand Stephen Sondheim

A modern interpretationof Romeo and
Juliet which has

become an American musi-

cal classic.

OPENS

THE REPERTORY JULY

IN

7

Mer/t Zke Wind
a drama by

Jerome Lawrence and

opening

July

7

Robert E. Lee.

A

powerful drama of individualfreedom,
based on the legal battle of the century.

OPENS

IN

THE REPERTORY JULY

14

mBBm

THE

a musical by Alfred Uhry

Enclosed is

_ADULT
.STUDENT OR

refreshing,

NAME.

new musical legend of
backwoods humor.

fairy

tale romance and

OPENS

IN

SR. CITIZEN

and

Robert Waldman.

A

SEASON COUPON $14.00
STUDENT & SR. CITIZENS $12.00

$l-

ADDRESS-

THE REPERTORY JULY 28

fpfyeVenetian

^Wins

a tragedy by Carlo Goldoni

A boisterous farce

full of wit,

charm, and

swift action in the rich traditionof

TELEPHONE.

commedia

SINGLE ADMISSIONS
(Musicals)
(Plays)

Children (under

dellarte.

OPENS

ADULTS

IN

THE REPERTORY AUGUST

4

The repertory format allows you to attend the
four plays of this summer season at your convenience. See the calendar to choose your
performance dates.

MAIL TO:

HOPE SUMMER THEATRE
DEWITT CENTER
12th St. AT COLUMBIA AVENUE
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN 49423
(616) 392-1449

12)

Tickets

$5.00
$4.00
$3.00
$2.50

Student Rush
(15 minutes before show— any available seat)
Information available on group ratea
and theatre/party raearvatlona.

Last in a Series

Social

Sciences
Division
I

The following is taken from an interviewwith
Dr. Lars 1. Granberg, dean for the social sciences and professor of psychology. Dr.
Granberg served on the Hope facultyfrom
1946-54 and from 1960-66, before returning
in 1975 as a divisional dean. He isd' graduate
of Wheaton College and holds an M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees from the University of
Chicago. The Doctor of Humane Letters degree, honoris causa, was conferred upon him
by Northwestern College, where he was president from 1966-75.

intern develop an accounting system for him.

the Louisville Semester, a program conducted
special events on campus and to play these
He was happily excited by the results. This
through the department of in-patient
back either at stated times or at the request of
semester we're trying out a program of over- psychiatryat the Louisville General Hospital.
an instructor. With a cable network such as
seas internshipsin connection with Reformed
This program is limited to about two advanced
this and a library of video tapes in theTV
Church Missions. We call them "Social Re- students each semester, but to the students
control room in Lubbers Hall, Hope people
sponsibility Internships" or "Partnership in
selected it offers a remarkable opportunity.
can take in many events not otherwise possiMission." Two students are working at MisStudents sign up for a psychiatric internship ble. Not only that, things are no longer one
sion hospitals, one in Bahrain, the Arabian
and a special seminar in mental health issues.

Gulf, the other in Madanapalle, Southeast
India. Both students are helping in the business administrationof these hospitals, doing
such things as developing inventory controls
and refiningbook-keeping procedures. With
practical experience these internsalso get an
introductionto another culture and a chance
to observe the Church in action.
In addition to elementary and secondary
teacher certification, the Education Department certifiesin two fields of special education, somethingunusual in a small college.
Teaching certificatescan be earned in learning

The sociologydepartment includesprograms in sociology,anthropology and social
work. This year we have seen a remarkable
increase in studentinterest in these programs.

The department is engaged in a program of
curriculum revision and long-range planning
which promises a great deal of challengein the
future.

Q. Have any of the emphases within
your division changed in recent years?
to

The chief things I (Granberg's prior service
Hope College was from 1947-54 and from

insight

shot matters. We can store them. People can
use these video tapes to enrich one or more
courses over a considerableperiod of time. Via
video-tape we can also benefit from events
happening in other places.
Other changes I should mention include:
the expandedprogram in accounting offered
by Economics and Business Administration.
That program is comprehensiveenough and
deep enough so that those who've completed
the program are ready to sit for the CPA
exam. Also in the Psychology Department
the biofeedbackresearchand the new emphasis on the psychology of the aging.

Q. What are the unifying characteristics
departments within your division?
What we as a division have in common is a
concern with human beings and their ways of
relating to one another. Psychology places
somewhat greater focus on individualbehavior. Sociology is concerned with community and with social institutions. Communications focuses on what goes oh as individuals or
groups seek to exchange meaning or feelings
or values. PoliticalSciencedeals with political
institutions at home and abroad, Economics
and Busjness with the working world and
human livelihood, while Education is concerned with how best to induct the young
productively into society.
The other major thing our departments
have in common is a concern to apply methods
of science to the issues which they have to do.
of the

[

>
>1

Q. What are the main emphases of your
academic programs?
I guess I could boil my answer down to a
determination on the part of each department
to provide students with a sound academic
grasp of the discipline coupled with a meaningful exposure to the working world. We're

disabilitiesand the emotionally impaired.
Students also have opportunity to participate
in a practice teaching program overseas
through a consortium of Michigancolleges.
Students have practice taught in Brussels,
Belgium and Amsterdam, the Netherlands.
after a combination of learningand experience During the past two years a facultymember
and the ability to reflect on and profit from from die Hope Education Department has
experience.Now that I've said this. I'd better been selected to direct the program. The Eduadd two more emphases that serve us as gi- cation Departmentalso participates in a conven: we are committed to building our special- tinuing education program for teachersconties on a sound foundation in the liberal arts
ducted by Western MichiganUniversity.
and we are preeminently concerned with stu- This is an in-service program leading to the
dents as individuals.Quality education is a
masters degree. The two facultymembers
very personal process.We try to know our
who teach in the program have been desigstudentswell, to teach them well, and to place nated as adjunctprofessorsat Western Michithem wisely in their off-campus exheriences. gan University.
Let me get down to cases. The division is
The Political Science Department faculty
involved in urban programs in Philadelphia offers an unusual combination of academic
and Chicago. Students who spend a semester preparationand professionalexperience.One
at one of these urban centers concentrate in of the faculty members served in the Departtheir special field. Social work majors do a
ment of State of the USA for about twenty
project with one or more social agencies.
years. He held a number of important posts
Some who want to teach can arrange to prac- overseas.Another served for several years on
tice teach. Business majors will pursue a proj- the staff of a U.S. congressmanfrom his home
ect in connection with business or industry. state and later took a two year leave of absence
And so it goes.
from Hope College to manage the election
I'll give you a run down on some special
campaign of the Governor of the state of
features of the departments. I'll begin by em- Colorado. Along with a strong major the dephasizing that each department puts its main partment also offers an honors program in
effort into buildingand maintaining a strong Washington,D.C. each spring semester. In
major program. That has to go on. This is not this program students are assigned internalways as spectacular as the special programs ships in the offices of congressmenand
but without strong departmental program in senatorsor in departments of the federal govthe basics, the special things would have less ernment,in journalism, labor relations and
meaning. Now the special features. The
similarfields. People familiarwith offCommunicationsDepartment maintains a
campus college programsin Washington retelevision studio and offers instruction in TV gard the Hope College one as one of the very
production.They teach courses in journalism best. Then there's the Model United Nations,
too. Qualified students have had opporwhich brings to campus 200-500 high school
tunities for internshipsin journalism or in
students from a wide area to participate in a
TV, working at area newspapers or TV
serious way in dealing with a problem curstudios.
rently facing the U.N. Seeing how this is
The Economics and Business Administra- organized and the way these high school
tion Departmentconducts an extensive and
people involve themselves is an impressive
remarkably effective program of business in- experience.
ternships in the Holland-Zeeland area. Each
The Departmentof Psychology offers a
student has a "mentor," usually a business versatile faculty with a wide range of specialexecutive or the owner of a small business. ties. The department emphasizes laboratory
These mentors give students things to do that experience,special seminars and independent
matter. One owner of a small plant had the studies. A recent additionto their program is

1960-66; he returned in 1975) especially
noticed along this line were the internship
programs,the off-campus programs and the
use of the computer.Increased use of the
computer reflects a more research oriented
faculty. It also reflects the growing
availability of computers as well as discovering more and more uses to which these can be
put.

Q. Any school of thought that says
human behavior can't ultimately be researched .on a computer?
Behavior is overt, hence measurable.
Whatever can be measuredcan, of course, be
subjectedto analysis and computers have proven to be a great help here. If, however,
you're asking whether most people in our
division of social sciencesfeel that human
beings can be reduced with little loss to those
qualities a computercan deal with, I doubt
whether this would be true of any of us. Some
of us approach our disciplines in a manner like
the natural sciences and some put greater emphasis on the peculiarlyhuman qualities of
choosing, deciding,valuing, and worshiping
as we approach persons and society. But I
doubt that any of us would shrink persons to

computer capacities.
If I may return for a moment

to the discus-

program
developmentsin connection with the television studio are significant in themselves and
sion of changes within the division,

Q.

— What

An

are your division'sstrengths?

who are
deeply interestedin students as individuals
and in teaching well. The spread of subspecialties and theoretical perspectiveswithin
each department is also a strength. None of
the departments is a "Johnny One-Note."
Students get a breadth of exposure within the
academic disciplines. Other strengthsare implied in my responses to your earlier quesable, highly qualified faculty

tions.

Q. What career counseling would you
give to a student planning to major in a
field within your division?
First that the student has chosen wisely in
electing a liberal arts education. Students
should strive for a broad intellectual foundation and take advantage of every opportunity
to cultivate clear thinking and the ability to
express themselves precisely and gracefully in
their speaking and their writing.
Next, I would emphasizethe value of a
broad exposure to faculty members and subspecialties with their major department.
Then, studentsshould be advised to discuss
with the several faculty members in their
major department the range of career opportunities related to their major and how properly to qualify such careers. They would be
wise, too, to seek help from the placement
office on how to prepare a resume and how to
prepare for job interviews.
Finally I'd advise them to be open-minded
and flexible. New kinds of opportunitieskeep
cropping up. Students ought not approach
their careers with tunnel vision.I know a
literature major who is doing a splendid job as
manager of a Wedgewood pottery boutique
and loving it — she's also valuing her broad
liberal arts preparation more than she did at
graduation.

they promise even greater changes for the
future. In earlier days at Hope we were
allowed to schedule only one major function
at a time. "Major function" includedlectures,
concerts, recitals and the like. Now at a given
hour we may have a Nobel prize winning
chemist lecturing in Peale Science Center, an
eminent economist lecturing in Wichers Auditorium, a significant film show in Wynants
Auditoriumand a gymnastics.troup performing in the gym. Ted Nielsen (AssociateProQ. Is it generally advised to go for an
fessor of Communication),
who is in charge of M.A.?
media, has succeeded in getting TV cables laid
Not necessarily,but it's essential in some
between severalof the academic buildings. fields.In Psychology, for example, a Ph D. is
This is part of a larger plan to lay cables to all requiredfor most professionalfunctions. And
major buildingson campus, dormitories inyou can do cenain kinds of social work with a
cluded. The point is to make video tapes
apes of
continued on page eight
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brings two eminent lecturers to campus as
scholars-in-residence
for severaldays — Dr.
Jack Lyle, director of the East-West Center in
Honolulu,and Dr. Marie Nichols, professor
emeritus of communications at the University
of Illinoisand a past presidentof the Speech
Communication Association.
The department's most immediately challenge is to expand its journalism program.
Presently the journalism program has an emphasis on general distributionnewspaper audiences. MacDonielssays the focus for the
journalism program is toward publications
serving more defined, target audiences and
the department hopes to add a faculty member
with this specialty.

m
C

COMMUNICATION
Faculty:

Stark Drum, Assistant Professor of Communication
JosephMacDoniels,Assistant Professor of Communica. tion and Chairman of the Department
Sharon Mahood,Assistant Professor of Communication
Theodore Nielsen, Associate Professor of Communication
Percentageof above holding Ph.D. or other terminal degrees:100%
Building:Lubbers Hall
Special Resources,equipment, etc.
color

TV

studio,

3/4''

video cassette

board and control room
Minimum requirement/or major: 30 hours, including
specified courses
Offeringsdesignedto fill core curriculumrequirements:
AJ1 courses except studio productioncourses
Complementan/ off-campusprograms: internships proradio

gram
Number of majors, 1976-77: 27
Number of'graduatmg majors,7977: 15
Percentageof 1977 graduatingmajors who

applied to

graduate or professional schools: 20%
Percentageof above who were accepted into graduate or
professional schools:

100%

A

major curriculum revisionin 1975
marked an important achievement in the 11year developmentof the communicationdepartment at Hope.
"Our curriculum has become a model for
departments at other schools. It is noteworthy
for its emphasis on communicationtheory
and because of its clarity and breadth," says
Joseph MacDoniels, chairman.
The department emphasizes a full range of
the discipline— communicationskills,speech
theory, interpersonal,
small group, organizational communicationand communication
via the mass media.
The communicationdepartmentevolved
from the former speech department. "In the
mid 1960s, there came to be an awareness that
human communicationoccurs in a varietyof
ways, not just in speech-making, debate or
drama. Our interest in communicationis now
not just in public speaking, but also in everyday, face-to-face communication,interpersonal relations, decision-making and the role
of communicationin organizations,"notes
MacDoniels.
The department also has a strong media
program and an excellent closed-circuit television studio.
"We are not training people to become professional broadcasters,"MacDonielsemphasizes . "We train studentsto be users of the
media, people who are likely to use the media
as a tool in some other profession,such as
teaching,the ministry,medical technology or
privateindustry.
"Rather than being only consumers or
media professionals, our students will be users."
Access to cable television has resultedin
growth for the department during the past
three years. The communicationdepartment
produces and broadcaststwo weekly programs
over the educationalchannel of Holland cable
television. A third weekly program is produced as an extracurricular activity of former
media students.
Another recent developmenthas been the
formation of a non-creditlaboratoryprogram

improvementof communicationskills
the general student population.A variety of programs is designed to prompt
speech improvement,confidence in formal
and informal communicationsituations, betfor the

among

ter interviewing techniques, etc.

A

Visiting DistinguishedScholar Program,

ECONOMICS &
BUSINESS

ADMINISTRATION
Faculty:
Robert Cline, Assistant Professor of

Economics& Business
Administration
J. Sidney Downey,Assistant Professor of Economics &
BusinessAdministration
RobertGentenaar, Assistant Professor of Economics Fz
BusinessAdministration
Douglas Heerema, Associate Professor of Economics fa
BusinessAdministration
Anthony Muidennan, Assistant Professor of Economicsfa
BusinessAdministration
Barne Richardson,Professor of Economics fa Business
Administration
J. Barry Weldon, Assistant Professor of Economics and
BusinessAdministration
Percentageof above holdingPh.D. degrees:58%
Building:Lubbers Hall
Special resources, equipment: Baker ScholarsProgram
Minimum requirementfor majors: 30 hours
Course offerings designedto fill core curriculumrequirements: Principles of Economics
Complementary off-campus programs:
Social Responsibility Overseas Internship

partments and the Reformed Church in
America. This semester two students are participating (see story, page 10)
"The program enables students to give
somethingback to societyand, at the same
time, increase their own learning. Our hope is
to sustain the program and to expand it to
include other places and morestudents. Hopefully about a dozen students will eventually
be involved each semester, not just from our
department, but from a variety of applied disciplines."

Richardson says that one

of

the strengthsof

the departments is "the variety of educational

—

experiences available to the students
internships,speakers,conferencesand opportunities to co-author research papers with faculty members."
Computer simulation, role-playingmanagement games and business case studies are
means of applying theory to practice within
the walls of a classroom.
The Earhart lecture series and this year's
Social Responsibilityand Private Enterprise
lecture series, which brings three eminent
business leaders and scholarsto Hope's campus, are important elements in students'oncampus education.The Social Responsibilitty
lecture series is underwritten by a grant from
an area firm, ODL, Inc. of Zeeland, Mich.
"The departmenthas good rapport with
area businesses,"Richardson points out. "We
provide consulting services, host workshops,
and invite them to hear our speakers.We feel
we can learn from each other."
Richardson points with pride to the department's faculty. "They're interestedin
students. They're just that kind of people."
The department's ongoing general challenge is to achieve recognitionfor its program. Its excellenceis witnessed by the fact
that Hope is the only college in Michigan and
one of 33 in the U.S. to hold a George F. Baker
Foundation grant, providing scholarshipsto
promising business students.
"We offer excellent business and economics programs. To achieve the recognitionwe
deserve rheans getting sufficient resources."
An immediate challengefor the department
is to keep up with its growth. An escalating
number of men and women- students find
business an attractive major ecause it generally leads to satisfactory employment with or
without graduate school experience.
Richardson notes that approximately 40 per
cent of the department's majors continue
their educations toward the M.B.A. degree.
These students have been acceptedat some of
the most respected graduate schools of business and economics in this country, including
NorthwesternUniversity, the University of
Michigan, Stanford and Dartmouth.

The education departmenttakes special
pride in the fact that placement of Hope certified elementary and secondary teachers is
nearly twice the nationalaverage. While the
number of students enrolling in the education
program has dropped by a third over the past
three years. Chairman James Bultman believes that the final "product" has improved:
"As enrollments have declined in education
across the country, the quality of students has
generally gone up. Those who now enroll are
those who really want to and are particularly
suited to compete in a tight job market."
The department credits a large measure of
its strength to the development of a program
which integratestheory and practice. Hope
students have classroom experience in addition to coursework beginning at the sophomore, and in some cases even the freshman,
level. As the student progressesin the program, the relative percentageof time spent in
the field increases. During the senior year, a
semester-long,full-time student teaching experience completes the preparation.
"The most significant reason for this balance of approaches— both theoretical and
practical— is that it enables the students to
better comprehend and understand the concepts and principles taught on campus. Secondly, it gives an early indication of whether
the. candidate likes and is capableof working
with students in a teaching career,"notes

Inicl

ses.

Bultman.
"Always, our goal is to prepare students
who will combine excellencein academic
preparationwith pedagogicalskillsand the
ability to relate positively with students."

A May Term course in Northern Michigan
allows students to have experiencein a rural
classroom and the department is in the process
of developing a comparable urban program.
Opportunities to student teach overseasare
possible through a program sponsored by a
consortium of Michigan colleges.

Dean Looks
At Division
continued from page seven

B.A., but it is advisableto get the M.S.W1
(Master in Social Work). For many careers,
though, such as the media, business, teaching
at the elementary or secondary levels, the
bachelor'sdegree is adequate— at least at the
start. Those who aspire to college teaching
will, of course, want to complete the doctorate. It is a shame that college teachingposts
are so few in some fields that outstandingly
gifted young people are discouraged from
joining the academy.

May Tenn in London
Washington Semester
Philadelphia Urban Semester
Number of Majors, 7977-78: 168
Number of graduatingmajors. 1978: 68
Percentageof 1977 graduatingmajors who applied to
graduate or professional schools: approximately40%'
Percentageof abiwe who were accepted into graduateor
professional schools:

division?

Q. What challenges do you foresee for i ^ H
your
Imes
In service growth as faculty members; con- i p
stant scrutinyof our programs so that we

them

^

cur- | gj/j,our programs mgnin

rent; continuing to attract to
well motivated students, to say nothing of
well qualified new faculty colleagueswho
teach well, understand and are committed
ivashi
Hope's commitment to excellencein educa- Depaition in the context of Christianfaith and life.
Numb
We need to develop a strongerresearch orieniren
tation. In part this will mean providingsome
gras
rai
relieffrom the heavy student loads carried by
P'of
many of our faculty.

700%

"There is a dynamism in this department.
Ideas and people are coming in and going
out — business executivesand economists
come on campus, students interning in the
business community have a foot in both
worlds. It's an exciting atmosphere for learning," says Dr. Barrie Richardson, chairman.
The department offers separate majors in
both economics and business administration.
Recently the economics program has undergone revision to provide for a more systematic
and rigorouspreparation.Among the innovar
tions is that a senior thesis will be requiredof
all economics majors.
A spirit of cooperation between the two
disciplines results in business majors getting a
firmer grounding in economics than is usual
and economics majors having easier access to
elements of practice.
The department emphasizes a balance between theory and practice. Three years ago a
management internshipprogram was initiated to offer studentsopportunitiesto apply
classroom theoriesto practical business experiences.The internshipprogram has been
highly successful, this year involving approximately 70 studentswho carry out substantive
work in Holland area banks, insurance agencies and a variety of manufacturing firms.
New this year is an internshipprogram
which places students in positionsoverseas.
The program is a joint project between the

keep

tight, properly comprehensive and

to

;

Q. Do you see your division becoming

Tl

more

EDUCATION
Faculty:

Harold Bakker,Assistant Professor ot Education
James Bulmian, Assistant Professor of Educationand
Chairman of the Department
Lamont Dirkse, Professor of Education
Nancy Miller, Associate Professor of Education
Sue Mooy, Assistant Professor of Education
Dan Paul, Professor of Education
Carl Schackow, Associate Professor of Education
Percentageof above holding Ph.D. or other terminal degrees:

88%

interdisciplinary?
jjeni
Yes, in several ways. We have subcommit- Rudi
tees of department chairmen exploringcoop?oeti
eration efforts in two areas: 1) are we unTf
form
necessarilyduplicatingone anothers efforts?
m a
For example, three departments teach group
to as
process. Is this necessary? Could it be done by
It
one department for all of them, thus freeing
up teaching time? 2) Economics and Political
emi
Science are exploring the posssibility of
mem
jointly developing a course in Political Econhave
omy as an additional option for students fulfilHal. 1
ling their core requirements in the Social Scifcvel
ences. I have seen a growing conviviality
among the department chairmanwhich, I S'-Viv
feel, can readilylead to more such explor- “he,

1

Building:Voorhees Hall
Minimum requirementfor certification:30 hr. major,20
hr. minor, 20 hr. professional education courses.
Complementary off-campusprograms: Philadelphia
Urban Semester,ChicagoMetro Program, Washington
Semester Program.
Number of Studentsin TeacherEducationProgram,
1976-77: 250

varied experienceof learning.We hope in the

Number of graduatingcertifiedstudents in 1977: 96%
Percentageof above who were placed in elementan/and

future we can find ways to make these good
things more readily available to our alumni

T

ations.
I

believe the Division of Social Scienceof-

fers a student an opportunity for a widely

.

sente

Prog:

Mntr

L

Two years ago a major developmentoccurred when the education department was
rhorizedto offer kindergarten-12th grade
;cial education majors in the areas of the
...lotionallyimpaired and the learning disabled. Bultman notes that there is currentlya
fairly good market in public education for
Jl^jchers with these specialties, and that only
1 {e other liberalarts college in Michigan offes
.wo separatespecial education majors. The department also has interest in eventually offering programs in bilingual and early
childhood education.
. ch^I
iff" We will probably soon see the advent of
tire attentionto pre-kindergartenprofmtii
grams. The state (of Michigan) seems to be
realizing the importance of education at an
earlier age," comments Bultman.
The department's facultyhave all had exRfrienee in pre-collegelevel classrooms, as
fell as excellent academic preparationin the
/Well
discipline.

"All our faculty members are outstanding
teachers and models," says Bultman. "Our
orogram of theory and practice is a sound one,
JraBnich has been often replicated at other colJ^ffi'es. Our program is competitive — students
must receive both favorablefield and course
work evaluationsto continue.
"But Hope has always tended to attract
good students.And that makes it all worth-

®ilef

During election years, campaign management classes in both the Republican and Democratic parties are scheduled. Each spring the
department hosts a mock United Nations for
area high school students,and many political
science students have responsibilities in organizing and carry off this impressive and
educationalevent.
The faculty's diversity of interests, backgrounds and professionalexperiences provides the department's major strength,says
Zoetewey. For example, the department is
able to offer an unusually strong program in
international relations due to the 20 years that
Dr. Renze Hoeksema spent in the U.S. State
Department and the severalyears that Dr.
Jack Holmes served in the Pentagon. Dr.
Holmes has also had prior experience as an
administrativeaide to a Congressman.
The department's faculty received their degrees from several different universities, and
their travel experienceshave been broad and
varied.

"We

all

approach our discipline from dif-

ferent standpoints.It gives us a breadth that's

healthy for students," notes Zoetewey.
The faculty emphasizes both personalcontacts with students and activities which will
contributeto their own growth as professionals. Grants from the National Endowment for
the Humanities and Hope College have enabled several facultymembers to pursue research topics in depth during recent years.
The department hopes to increaseits enrollment."Ever since the New Deal, government has been involved in lives more than
ever before,"says Zoetewey. "Energy, pollution, what happens to our citiesand towns
these are all issues which are touched by government.Whether in Washington or on
Hope's campus, the liberal arts student is
being confronted by government.We think
they ought to know as much about it as possible."

—

’OUTICAL
SCIENCE
Faculty:

lames DeBorst,Teaching Associate

1 Robert Elder, Associate

Professor of PoliticalScience

-f Iwiize Hoeksema, Professor of PoliticalScience
r t Jtifk Holmes, Associate Professor of PoliticalScience
lames Zoetewey, Associate Professor of PoliticalScience
and Chairman of the Department
Percentageof above holding Ph.D. or other terminal de-

P

grees:

100%

Lubbers Hall
tminiinwn Requirement for Major: 25 hours
^Bitrse offerings designedto fill core curriculumrequire^ffhienls: American NationalGovernment
Complementary off-campusprograms:
Washington Semester Program
DepartmentalInternships
Number of Majors, 7976-77: 59
Number of Graduating Majors, 1977: 26
ffBrcentage of 7977 graduatingmajors who applied to
^H^radntlfr or professional schools: 42%
rentageof above who were accepted into graduate or
Building:

1

professional schools:

100%

The trend in the political science department over the past five years has been to get
tfjudents more involved, says James
'oetewey, chairman.
This new involvement occurs in a variety of
? formats, ranging from carrying out casework
in a U.S. Congressman'sWashington office
to a simulationof a United Nations session in
InternationalRelationsclassroom.
A highly successfulWashington Honors
• Semester program, directedby the department, provides the vehicle for students to
have full-time internshipsin the nation's capital. Internships occur in Congress, the execufve branch, politicalinterest groups, the Su^teme Court, and many other Washington
Offices and agencies.
"The opportunitiesof the Washington
semester are endless," says Zoetewey."The
program gives studentsthe chance to see gov^fhhtent in action and to put academic theory
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practice."

Closer to campus, the department arranges
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PSYCHOLOGY
Faculty:
Leslie Beach, Professor of

Psychology
Robert Brown, Associate Professor of Psychology
Jane Dickie, Assistant Professor of Psychology
Lars Granberg, Professor of Psychology
Tom Ludwig, Visiting Instructor of Psychology
David Myers, Professor of Psychology
James Motiff, Associate Professor of Psychology
John Shaughnessey,Assistant Professor of Psychology
Phillip Van Eyl, Associate Professor of Psychologyand
Chairman of the Department
Percentageof above holding Ph.D. or other terminal degrees:100%
Building: Peale Science Building
Special resources, equipment, etc.:
47 especially designedrooms for research and laboratory
experiences in social,developmental,
and physiological
psychology,learning, percepnon,and motivation. The
facilities lend themselvesto work with human and animal subjects.
Computer tenninal. Harvard tachistoscope, TV cameras,
biofeedback and surgery apparatus.
Minimum requirementfor major: 24 hours in psychology
plus 3 hours of statistics
Course offerings designedto fill core curriculumrequirements: Introduction to Psychologyor General Experimental Psychology
Complementary off-campusprograms:
Chicago Metro Program
Philadelphia Urban Semester
Louisville Semester
Beaver Island Mayterm
Number of Majors, 1976-77: 76
Number of graduatingmajors, 1977: 47
Percentageof 1977 graduatingmajors who applied to
graduate or professional schools: 20%
Percentageof above who were accepted into graduateor
professional schools:

damental knowledge. The shift toward more
particular and practical’aspects of psychology
representan amplificationrather than a sacrifice of these principles," says Philip Van
Eyl, chairman.
Among the new more practically oriented
optionsa Hope psychology student now has at
hand are studiesin the psychology of the
aged, psychology and religion, working with
children,environmental psychology,
biofeedback,and the "helping professions."
"We don't just offer these topics because
they allow a faculty member to work in his
specialty area. We also teach them because
they are examples of a developing discipline
and some students will get jobs because
they've had these kinds of more practical exposures.
"When I'm counseling students about
careers, 1 tell

them

to

somehow make them-

selves special. They can do this with a double

major, by having an off-campus experience
while in college, or by having a background in
certaindeveloping areas within the profession."
Many psychology studentsspend a semester under the Philadelphiasemester and the
Chicago Metro program,which offer unusual opportunitiesfor students interested in
a variety of psychology internships.A
newly-developed Louisville program presents
unusual internshipopportunitiesin hospital
psychiatricservices. Students in Louisville
can also become involved in urban mental
health and human services related to the
courts, "half-way houses," and the problems
of an inner-citypoor population.
"All of these experiencesadd knowledge
and skills, and also give the student the beginning of a professionaltrack record — he or she
has already been tested in a certain work
area."
The department'scurriculum also covers all
aspectsof experimental psychology. The faculty of nine members is highly diversified in
both backgrounds and interests.
"We cover many different bases "but still
work together,"Van Eyl notes. "Despite our
individual hobbyhorses, we still have the student's interests at heart and want to make sure
that each gets the proper combination of
courses for a strong overall foundation."
Students who plan on a career as a professional psychologistare advised that graduate
study is essential. Although some psychological work is available with an M.A. degree, a
Ph.D. is highly recommended.
"At the same time, there are many careers
which, although not considered within the
realm of professionalpsychology, use
psychologicalprinciples and skills.For example, social workers are often engaged in some
form of therapy. An environmental geologist
knows he ultimatelyhas to work with people

change attitudes.
"There are many such careers in which
having insights into how people functioncan
to

only be helpful."
It's not surprising,therefore,that during
the past ten years the number of double
majors among psychology students has been
on the increase. In addition,the department
has high percentagesof students majoring in
other areas who elect psychology courses.
"Knowledgeof psychology can be a definite
help to the liberal arts student.Psychology is
so universalin application."

grees:

Faculty

:

Donald Lindens, Assistant Professor of Sociology
William McIntyre, Pan-tune Professor of Sociology
Ronald Mulder, Assistant Professor of Sodologq and
Chairman of the Department
Janes Piers. Assistant Professor of Sociology

100%

Graves Hall
Resources,equipment,etc.: Computer terminal
for use on sociology laboratory exerdses
Minimum requirementfor major:24 hours sociology, plus
3 hours statistics
Course offerings designedto fill core curriculumrequirements:
Building:
Special

Pnnciples of Sociology'

Anthropology
Complementary off-campusprograms:
Philadelphia Urban Semester
Chicago MetropolitanProgram
Number of Majors, 1976-77: 50
Number of graduatingmajors.1977: 20
Percentageof 1977 graduatingmajors who applied to
graduateor professional schools: 20%
Percentageof above who were accepted into graduateor
Cultural

professional schools:

100%

"There is a growing emphasis in the sociology department on 'doing,' says Ronald Mulder, chairman. "In this respect we have been
becoming more like the departments in the
natural sciences— we emphasize practical experiences. These experiencesare varied.

They

range from working with the Holland Police
through our field placement program to having practical experiencesin small groups
within the classroom to becomingengaged in
hands-on computer research."
The department has a binary nature. It emphasizesboth applied, "people-to-people"encounters and broad knowledge of the scientific
and methodological principles of the
discipline— statistics,survey research,using
the computer, etc.
A well-established
field placement program
providesdiverse opportunitiesfor students interested in one of the "helping professions"
(such as social worker the Christianministry)
to gain academic credit within the context of
supervised trainingsituations. The program
is offeredin cooperation with severalsocial
and criminal justice agencies in Western
Michigan. Students work directly with clients
in hospitals, clinics,courts, schoolsand other
agencies.Weekly meetings with Prof. Jim
Piers, who directs the project, enable students
to objectively discuss and evaluate their
placement experiences.
"In some ways there has been a complete
revisionin the sociology department during
the past two years. There has been a complete
turnover of faculty. Because we are all new,
the courses may carry the same names but
what goes on in them is probably quite different," Mulder notes.
As an example he points to "Introductionto
Sociology" which now has a laboratorycomponent enabling students to conduct social
research in the Hope and Holland communities.
In one sense, the sociology department is
the youngest on campus; the average age of
the department's faculty is 29 years. Mulder
points out that while youth is not necessarily
an advantage for a professor, in the case of the
sociology department "our youth has given
us a special rapport with studentsand it carries
an image of enthusiasm and energy."
Mulder and his two colleaguesbelieve that
their youth and newness to Hope contribute
to their commitment to building a redirected
and stronger sociologyprogram at Hope.
The department is working to increase the
number of sociology majors, the number of
graduate school bound majors and the opportunities for student-facultyresearch.
The department also hopes to build research ties with other disciplines, such as religion and economics. Dr. Donald Luidens'dissertation using the ReformedChurch as a case
study is an example of the study of religious
institutions from a sociological perspective. It
should be possible to study other topics, such
as unemployment, from the joint perspective
of economics and sociology,Mulder says.
"The study of people is integrally related to
the humanities and the other social sciences. . . We can benefit from helping each
other."
The department alreadyhas a healthy relationship with the department of psychology
and many students elect a composite major in
sociology and psychology.
A long-range goal is to establish a social
research center at Hope. Such a research
center would provide a liaison between the
department and larger communities, such as
Holland and the Reformed Church in
America. The center would also increase opportunitiesfor students to work with professors in research as well as provide financial
resources for new equipment.
.

100%

"In recent years there has been a slight shift
in the psychology department toward the
more applied aspects of the discipline. We are
not, however, sacrificing our principles which

Percentageof above holding Ph.D. or other terminal de-

insight

Biofeedback Research Teaches Us
Suffering from a migraine headache? Just
and tell your blood vessel walls to stop
constricting. Sounds impossible? Not at all,
say biofeedback researchers,including Hope
Associate Professorof Psychology James P.
Motiff.
Biofeedback is showing that processesof
the human body that were always assumed to
be autonomous can indeed be regulated.
“Biofeedback is a term that used to explain
a process of learning whereby a person can
take some physiologicalevent — like heart
rate, blood pressure or muscle tension — and
learn to change it in a direction that would be
more beneficial to him or her," explains
Motiff.
Migraines, for example, are a reactionto
stress. Typically,they are caused when the
blood vessel walls of a person under stress
begin to ^restrict.The brain, demanding its
usual supply of oxygenatedblood, triggers
the release of a hormone which causes dilation. As a result, blood rushes to the brain.
The pain is caused by the extreme flow. At the
same time, the fingertips of the sufferingindividual become cold because of the loss of
blood (due to constriction) in these extremities.And that's where the biofeedback

comes

An

effect).

effective internshipwithin their

cally.

Professor Motiff demonstrates biofeedback research methods on Don Penzien, a junior

from Muskegon, Mich.
change take place. Thus, the principle of operant conditioning has been proved to work on
the autonjaticnervous system as well as the
skeletal system. Once one is aware of what it
feels like to control such a function, the
biofeedback sessionscan come to a halt.
Biofeedback has had some important medical applications in stress reduction,cardio vascular disfunctions,muscle spasms in the neck
and shoulder areas, as well as migraine
headaches. In addition,because biofeedback

helps teach relaxation, and, according to
Motiff, "in deep relaxationpeople are in a
suggestiblestate,"the technique has also
been used to help curb overeating,smoking,
nail-biting and other habits usuallystemming

from

stress.

Yet Motiff emphasizes that biofeedback
alone can't teach total relaxation.It's best
used in combination with techniqueslike progressive relaxation(tensing and relaxing
muscles, head to toe) and autogenic training

"In addition, it seems negligent to me not
to also considerthe other aspects of the whole
stress train. Can the person get rid of some
stress by changing his environment? Also, we
can't in any way negate what the organism is
saying to himself, how he interpretsthe
stress. We know that thoughts do indeed affect physiologicalresponses — you can think
of a fearful situation and break out in a cold
sweat. So the total picture of dealing with
stress must also include considerationof these
aspects."
Motiff, who has been engaged in biofeedback research for the past three years, has this
year been utilizing six student researchassistants. Their efforts have been directed toward
a study of the physiologicalmechanisms underlying the learning process known as
biofeedback;in simpler language their question is, "How does biofeedbackwork, what's
happening to the physiologicalsystem during
biofeedback?"
Most recently they have run tests to determine if warming the fingers by biofeedbackis
easier for the right hand or the left hand and if
this factor relates to dominant hand and/or'
dominant brain hemisphere. Their findings
will be available in a few weeks.
Opportunities for students in biofeedback
research have also come by way of internships
at Human Resource Association in Grand
Rapids, where Motiff has been conducting
biofeedback therapy and collecting data on
biofeedback among a clinical population.
Why all the student interest in biofeedback? Motiff says it's partly due to recent
widespread media coverage of the technique.
"Also, for the first time it integrates what
could very well be called a dull area — anatomy
and physiology, the autonomicnervous system. But now when you start talking about
pain behavior,you talk about changing things
that before were thought to be automatic and
immutable. My word, that's pretty exciting!
"I've got to admit, too, that Tm really enthusiastic about this. And anytime someone's
enthusiastic,it's contagious."

major affords opportunitiesfor improvement in
management and accounting practices,

field, the opportunity to gain first-hand

knowledge of an underdeveloped part of the
world, and the chance to see the church in
action by working closely with Reformed
Church in America missionaries — these are
among the benefits of a new Social Responsibility Intern Program, launched at the beginning of the semester by the Hope department
of economics and business administration.
Not to mention the chance to exchange
Michigan's fierce winter for sunny climes
where the temperature usually hovers between the 60 and 70 degree marks, add the
first two participating students — Seniors Brad
Kirk of Rockford, 111. and Kathy Martin of
Pontiac, Mich.
This semester Brad was assigned to the
American Hospital in Bahrain on the Arabian
Gulf, working under Dr. Alfred Pennings '48,
chief medical officer. Kathy has been working
at Mary Lott Lyle Hospital in Madanapalle
(southeastIndia) working under Dr. Stanley
B. Vander Aarde '53, hospitaldirector.
The program representsan unusual educational venture because of its "two way"
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"Biofeedback is not a cure-all, not a
panacea. It's a beautiful technique to be used
in conjunction with other techniques,clini-

in.

“Biofeedback has now been defined to be
the treatment of choice for migraines," says
Motiff. “The technique is you attach a
thermister — a little, thermometer-type
device — to the fingertip and you teach the
person to warm their hands. (Other types of
biofeedbackinstrumentation measure muscle
activity, heart rate, etc.) As long as their
hands are warm, they won't get a migraine."
Repeated biofeedbacksessions teach the individualswhat it feels like to relax the blood
vessel wall muscles. The learningprocessvaries among individuals,but Motiff points to
three constants:the person must be relaxed,
in a relatively passive state and utilizing some
kind of mental imagery. (One of his subjects
imagines running her hands through a big
bowl of freshly-boiledspaghetti!)
The feedback (a bleeping or a light) is provided by instrumentation which measures the
physiologicalresponses.By amplifying these
signals, the pattern of changing responses is
conveyed to the individual ; he gets the reward
of actually seeing via the instrumentation that

Relax

(using suggestibility to bring about desired

sit back

insight

to

Richardson notes.
"At the least, students bring additional
brains and hands to help carry on good

works."
It appears that the fledgingprogram's first
two participants have done a little of both.
Brad's first task upon arrival in Bahrain was
to begin reorganizationof the hospital store's
.bookkeeping and out-patientrecordssystem.
"As I approach the two-thirds mark, I
would have to say this internshipis a success," Brad recentlywrote. "My work has
been getting steadily better in terms of being
interestingand of value to the hospital. .
Recently we have been concentratingon outstanding bills owed to the hospital. Also we
have worked closely on the entire process of
centralizingthe purchasing and disburse.

ments."

Brad's experience in Bahrain has also proven to be an invaluableinter-cultural experience. He has worked closely with Indians,
Persians and Bahrainis,and has met engineers,bankers and architects, as well as
characteristics.
hospital and missionary personnel.
"Students in the program have the chance
Brad and Dr. Pennings also visited the Bahto expand their own knowledge. At the same
rain ruler, Hjs Highnessthe Amir, who retime, they're giving back to society by making
cently contributed together with the Bahrain
a contributionof knowledgeand skills," says
government$205,000 to the American HospiDr. Barrie Richardson, chairman of the detal for renovation of the clinic and outpatient
partment of economics and business adminis- building.
tration.
Brad was quickly struck by the high cost of
The new program representsa cooperative living in Bahrain. A box of corn flakes, for
venture between Hope College,the Reformed example, costs $2.50.
Church in America, Holland area churches
"I'm finding this to be an excellent enviwhich provide transportationscholarships, ronment for writing my senior seminar lifeand RCA missionarieswho serve as mentors view paper," he says. "It's a very 'basic'lifeto the students.
style here, without the many distractions of a
The ideal social responsibility internships pulsing college campus. Quite a switch."

Kathy has been working this semester to set
up a new accounting system for the Indian
hospitalwhich will incorporateboth cost accounting and additionalinventory control.
In order to set the new system into operation, Kathy had to first establish recordkeeping procedures for fixed and current assets and equipment, as well as depreciationon
these items. She also has been working on a
system to improve the records on donated

tively small scale, Richardson hopes it will

soon grow in both scope and number of participants.

"This outreach program might be in Japan,
Latin America, or in the inner city of New
York or Los Angeles . . We can start with
modest programsin business and economics,
and then have it grow to accommodate scores
of students who have skills in biology, geology, computer science, teaching, etc." '
Long range plans call for a flexible format
supplies.
On the average, Kathy has been working with students interning (or a semester, a
summer term or a combination of a summer
seven-hour days, six days a week and, she
term with a college semester.
says, "enjoying myself tremendously."
Althoughthe program has begun on a rela.
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'Touches

of Elegance

Frustrationisn't usually regarded as a posiHope students
Isaac Myers and Wanda Walker it was frustration that caused both of them to turn to fashion design.
Several years ago Isaac bought a tailormade suit in New York City. It didn't fit.
Several years ago Wanda got tired of stores
that stocked beautiful clothesthat only went
up to 'a size 14. Both decided to try to do it
themselves.
To those who viewed Wanda and Isaac's
fashion show in early April which featured
almost 50 creations, it was obvious that frustration can have some fantastic results.
The show, sponsored by the Hope Black
Coalition,was a high fashion happening.
Clothes to suit every. occasionfrom jogging to
disco-hopping were elegantly modeled by
Hope students.Most of the models were "just
friends,"the two designers say, but at least
one was "discovered" in a crowd. The students were taught to strut like professional
models and display the garments in an appealing way.
"The high fashion touch shows more caring
than just wearing," explains Isaac.
Although he never took a sewing class in
his life, Isaac now designs and constructs
clothes for both men and women. He says that
in designing he strives for details to make the
clothes look different— "touches of elegance"
is the way he puts it. Nehru collars,
kangaroo-sized pockets, hand-painted flowers, and an alternative to the three-piece vested suit — a jumpsuit topped by an unlapeled
tive response,but in the case of

jacket— were

among

'

Isaac's special touches on

displayin the show.

Wanda

likes to

work with

soft, drapable

fabrics. "Women are bigger today," she says.

"Soft fabrics are more flattering. Denim is
going out because heavy people just don't look
good in it."
Isaac, a junior from New York City, is a
pre-med student.He designs most of his own
clothes and makes them on his greatgrandmother's sewing machine.
Wanda, a communicationmajor from
Westfield,N.J., graduates this spring.She
has landed a position in the public relations
and promotion department of WBBM radio in
Chicago, where she worked last year through
a communicationdepartment internshippro-

gram.
Both Isaac and Wanda believe that Easterners have the edge on fashion savvy.
"In the East there's more to do, and so ybu
need more clothes,"claims Isaac.
"In the Midwest,everyone tries for the
naturallook," Wanda says. "In the city, you
dress to look like the best."
Both designerssay they never buy fashion
magazines.
"I just look at what people are wearing and
try to think how I could make it look better,"
is Isaac's formula.
But with 50 fashions now the property of
the students who modeled in the show and
almost 50 new orders on hand, it seems likely
that Isaac and Wanda will be finding less inspiration this spring anyway on the Hope

campus.

Students Earn Honors
at State Vocal Contest
Isaac Myers and

Wanda Walker create pne

of 50 fashions for

Hxi)lorien(at ion’78
m An On- Campus
Experience At Hope College
'

Do I want to go to college? Can
What is college really like?
If

1

students from the studios of 30 area voice
teachers including those from Western
MichiganUniversity, University of Michigan, Eastern Michigan University and Michisociation of Teachers of Singing spring adgan State.
judicationheld at MichiganState University
Other Hope students participating were
senior vocal performance major Anne Boven
in April.
Miss Daniels, a student of associate profes- of PinellosPark, Fl., and senior vocal music
education majors Joan VanderKooi of Holsor Joyce Morrison, receivedthe first place
award in the sophomore women's division,
land, Mich., Gary Oegema of Grandville,
and Miss McCall, who studies with Dr. Stuart Mich., Judy McKenna of Ithaca, N.Y., Elaine'
Sharp, associate professorof music, was pre- Hildebrand of Royal Oak, Mich., and Jean
Poppen of Holland, Mich. Debra Gleason of
sented with second place, in the junior women's division. Both women are vocal perfor- Monrovia Libra, West Africa and Kim Nagy
of West Bloomfield, Mich, accompaniedthe
mance majors.
The competition was represented by 112
singers.

Hope College students Lena Daniels,
sophomore from Great Falls, Va., and Carolyn McCall, a junior from Hillsdale, Mich.,
were recipients of prizes at the National As-

campus show.

make the grade?

these are questions you’re asking, Expk)rientatK)n’78has the

answer.

EXploricntatlOfVTSis intended

to help high school students

explore the possibilities of a college education. There will be classroom
experiences, extra-curricularactivities and free time.. Participantswill live
in college housing, learn from college professors and operate on a college
schedule.

Through these experiences you will gain a greater knowledge of
yourself and your abilities. You will be better prepared to make a decision
about college in the future.

Program

The

F.xplofk*ntation78isu college
experience.The week will begin on
Sundayevening.July .<0 and continue through Saturday. August

S.

Applicants must have completed at
least their Sophomoreor junioryear
in high school.Classes will be
offered in the followingacademicareas:English.Psychology. Computer Science. Chemistry. Art.
Sociology.Theatre. Religionand
Business Economics.
In additionthere will be information
availableon career planning.

Each morning will be devoted to
academic classesand information
sessions.Aflermxm and evening will
include trips to Lake Michigan,
attendance at a theatreproduction,
and use of the new Dow Health and
PhysicalEducation Center
Opportunitieswill he made.available
lo meet informallywith faculty
members and the collegestuff, as
well as with current Hope students.

__

Yes

I

Cost

physicalfitness, campus life,and
collegeadmissions.

Tuition,room and board
week: 585.00

for

the

BUS
Information
There will be

a bus coming from the
Eastern United Stales(New Jersey
New York areai.This bus trip will
cost 540.00 round trip.

am interestedin ExplOlientatiOlVTS

_________

Please send me detailed information.

Name

___

Address
State

Year

in high school

Please send

^Mail

me

1

Zip Code

1978-79)

_

Junior

1_

City

_

Telephone:
Senior

information on the bus trip from the East.

to: Rev. Peter

Semeyn, Hope College, Holland, MI 49423

The Women's League for Hope College will sponsor its 22nd annual Village Square on campus
Friday, Aug. 4. Picturedduring a recent planning sessionare (left ta right) Mrs. Margaret
Van Wylen, wife of Hope President Gordon ). Van Wylen; Mrs. Eunice Northuis of Grand
Haven, Mich., general chairman of the 1978 VillageSquare; and Mrs. Mary Visscher,
president of the Women's League for Hope College. The Village Square has a country fair
atmosphere, featuring items made by women of the Reformed Church in America, unique
gifts from foreign countries and a variety of refreshment booths.

the
arts

LOST
lost
found
ond

Over the yeors the Alumni Office has lost track of some graduates and former students.
Please check the list of 'lost' alumni and contact us if you know their whereabouts.
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HANSEN, Darlene A
RISTAU, Shirley A
SHUCK, F
VERMEULEN,John D
HARRIS, Linda Vanbrunt
SELFRIDGE, Jane
'-'ii-i.il,vsuiwivii
SPEER,
Carolyn SchumacherVERWOLF,David H
ARAAOI, Abdur
HARRISON,
George
SPENCER, Janet Piper
THOMAS,
James
------VIETOR,
James
S
SNEDIKER. Helen MacDonald
KIEFT, Wilford F Jr
HELMBOLD,Edna J
HOPP,
Lois
M
SPENCER, John
THOMAS,
Robert
E
WARNER,
Brian
G
SOTTHITADA,
Suphan
MASSE, Laurence
JOHNSON, Richard F
HOUSMAN, Suzanne 8
VANDERBYL, Lynn Bonacquist
WHITE, James L
VANDENBURG, Donna
SPIRT, Nena Mih
NORMAN, Abraham Stephen MASTENBROOK,CliffordR
HOWE,
H
Clay
VANOERMEER,Linda Ward
WRIGHT,Sandra
Peterson
VANDEVUSSE,KennethL
MET7, Nancy Thomson
CLASS OF 1934
VANPELT. StephenA
YORK, John C
KEMPKER,Priscilla A
VANHAITSMA,Ronald
WATSON, Shirley Kiel
MULDER, Charles
LANDHUIS, Lyle 0
WALTERS,Nancy L. Cogdill
VANKLEY, Thomas' J
EMORI, SetsukoMatsunoba
iobert A
WESTERLUND,Robert
PATTERSON, James R
CLASS OF 1966
LAY, Harold
WOUDENBERG, Bruce L
HIOAKA Tsuguo
VEJROSTA, Bruno H
WIGGERS,KennethN
PFINGSTEL, James
ABRAHAM,
Linda
LONG, Doreen Adolphs
YTSMA, Edward H
WEESIES, Marvin J
WYNIA, Frank
SAXON, Lorelei Parker
CLASS OF 1935
ANDERSON,Arlene
CLASS
OF
1959
MINOR,
Nancy
A
ZOET, RonaldL
SCHROEDER,Marion F
CLASS OF 1972
CLASS OF 1909
AST, Donald. R
BROUWER, James
MOHR,
Laurel Lundahl
BURWITZ,
Robert
SECTOR, James K
CLASS OF 1964
ALLEN, Michael K
AWAD, Anita
DEVRIES, Gordon E
ENGELS, Lea Partridge
NOVAK, Paul D
CHERVEN, Kenneth
SPINDLER,
James
BRESLER. Joanne Hernberg
BALLA, Kenneth
RYSENGA, HeleneSteketee
PYLE, Anna Christine
ONEILL,James F
MACBETH, Donna Hoogerhyde BAKE, Jeri Muehlenbecke
SULTANA,
Betty
Eskite
BROWE, Marguerite H
BAO, Benjamin
SCHURMANN, Dorothy
BUITENDORP, -Jerrold
VERMEER,GerritE
PETTIT,Linda Lee
MEYER, KennethR
TARR,
Florence
CLARK, Michelle
BAO,
Danny
C
CHANG,
Madeleine
Sonnega
VOS, Andrew
PONTIER.
Glenn
MUILEN8URG,
David
C
VALENTINE, Petrovia Karsten
DEWITT. Donna S
BARGER, Mary Cousineau
TUDOR, Victor Edwin
CO, Nana
RISO. Jane
MULDER, John A
CLASS OF 1910
GLERUM, JonathanC
BARGER. William J
DEMASTER,Conrad N
VERNAY, Henrietta Bergman
CLASS OF 1951
SCHUH, David
NEAOLE, Beverly Mericle
LECOCO, Ralph
GOLDER, Carleton R Jr
BENNINGER, Jacklyn
DYKSTRA, Thomas
V00RH0RST,Donald J
ARWE, Joan Phillips
SCOTT, Pamela Bonnette
POLL, Joyce E
LEFEVRE, Anna M
EARTY-, John A
WATHEN, Beniamin
EDWARDS,
Marcia
Muyskens
BLOOD,
Ruth
Poppema
BANNA, Faried Aboody
SNYDER, Harlan
ROSE, Reiko Kim
STUIT, Ottoleona
EGGER, Steven A
WEBB, Christine
BROMAN, Rodney
BENSEMA.Ann Kloese
SORENSEN,Luann Moodie HOWARD, Roosevelt Rudy
SASAKI, Daniel
TAYLOR, Florence
HUNTSMAN, Brian J
FAULKNER, Judith Vanry
CERRICOH,Edna Shaw
BRINDLE, Brian T
TECHY, Geza B
SCHUCH,Ronald H
CUSS OF 1936
WHITE, Frances 0
KAN, Charles Suen
CHANG, Billie
COMBES, CliffordA Jr
VALANTASIS, Richard
TENHAKEN, Margaret(Meyer) GUILBERT, Carol Barley
HAIG, Catherine
WYKKEL, Leo J
MATHEWS,
Carl Ryan
HACHMUTH,
Gary
T
CO IT, Richard L
VANBEEK, Milo
DORNBOS, Sanford J
TUTTLE, Hubert A
HYINk, Robert Benjamin
SEZAKI,Noriko Nakayama
HAND, Thomas J
COOKE, Thomas
CLASS OF 1911
EKEMA, Eloise Ihrman
VANHEUKELOM,Carol
VANDERLAAN,Lois
VANOERMEER,Paul
HARMELING,Daniel E
DEKEMA,Barbara
ESPARZA, Richard
CONRAD,TheodoraThurber CUSS OF 1937
Garbrecht
VANWIEREN,KennethH
VANDOREN,Richard R
HILBRECHT, Mary Vollink
DYKSTRA, James
HECK, Renetta Shackson
SCHENCK, Ferdinand
FIELDH0USE, Wayne J
VOSKUIL. Steven E
CLASS
OF
1960
HILL, Deborah A
HALE, Mary Groenewoud
LIVINGSTON, Harold R
VANDERERVE,Henrietta
OTTE, Cotwin R
HOL6EN, Sidney E Jr
AARDEMA, Gertrude
HIRSCH, LeslieClark
MERKLE, Bernice Zonnebelt PFINGSTEL, Nancy Durkin
p"a T“,lnsky
»
CLASS OF 1912
BERGMAN, Beniamin
KILLMASTER, Linda Olson
HITT, Susan
NOBLE, R A Harold
REINEKE, George E
WITTWER,Norman Carl
CLASS OF 1973
GEBHARD,Peter T
DANIELS, Gordon
HOOPER, Karen Deike
KWAN, Tony L B
WYNGARDEN, John
RIECKMAN, Robert E
WOODGER, Robert K
ALLEN, Sheila Fortson
GORTER, George F
LAM, Anna V
DEJONG, Mary
KILLMER, Donald
SAXON, Richard
WOODS, Bonnie
BERGIE. Marcia -A Roskamp
CLASS OF 1938
HARPER, Annie P
EMERSON, E Keith
LAWLER,ReginaMueller
MARKLE,Donald III
STARK, Richard T
WYDRA,
Jane B Taylor
BRUGGERS,David J
BRUGGINK, Robert H
SCHAEFER, Arthur F
LIN, Lillian
HALE, Charles E
MELTON, B Re*
BURTON,Gayle Lindhout
HYMA, John Henry
CLASS OF 1969
TENHOPE, Bertha
HALL, William G
MILLER, JudytheThomas
LINGERMANN,Karen
CLASS OF 1952
CHALKER, Robert B
LUBBERS, Howard M
ANDREWS, Barbara S
HELLRIEGEL, John C
NAUM ANN, Susan Rose
Cushmann
CUSS OF 1913
BRINZA, Kenneth
COLE, GregoryR
SIEMSEN Dorothea
JAARSMA,Janet Denoble
NGWA, Jacob
BENZENBERG, Mark S LOECKNER, Myra Freeman
BROWN,
Florence Stewart
BRITTAIN,Julia E
COOK, Richard C
STEINFOfiT,Evelyn G
KARR,
J
James
PALMER.
Alvin
BOLT,
Lee
MAAGER,
Lee
C
OEJONG, August
GERBER, Madelene R
ELEBAAS, Herbert A
ROBBERT, Jan L
PAPEN, PhyllisSchoenthal BRANDMAN,
....... Craig J
MAXAM, Roger L
CLASS OF 1939
DEPREE, Betty Nash
GERBER, Marguerite -A
FARRAR, Lynda Boven
SIEDENTOP, CourtneyIngles MEYER, George J
PARKUS, Snaran Vandenburg BREMER.Theresa
OOLNIK, Joseph
ALLEN, Henry Edwin
JACKSON, Grace Gaylord
FARRAR, Steve M
ROSENBERGER,PatCresswellCOFFENBERG, John
TING, Barbara Yoeh Lee
M0ERDYKE, Bert
ELLIOT, Verne L
BLOEMERS,Philip
NIEWALD, Lewis
COFFENBERG! Norma Strang ^NKLgj Judith Martell
RUSINS,
Elga
MOGADAM,
Jeanette
TOUCHETTE,
Nancy
Long
FASCH, Ethel M
JUSTEMA, John
ROZEMA,Herman
HEPLER, Janet L
TUTTLE, Sue Bratt
CUTTING, William S
SOFFEL.Warren J
Ellsworth
GEENEN, Adrian C
SCHOUTEN, Jennie Wollert
KLINGENBERG, Steven
CLASS OF 1940
DENHOUTER,Leonard
VANDENBERG,Anita
MONTES, JosephineNoguera SORENSEN,Harlan E
HARPER, Robert M
CUSS OF 1914
FOSTER, Janice Hennicken LAKANEN, Christine L
KLAVER, Clarence A
SPRUIT, John
VANTHOF. Harold R
MORRISON,DorothyG
HUMME, John A
MCFALL. Curtis E
TERWILLIGER. E William
VANWYK, Paul
GEORGE, Daniel E
TENNANT. Jacklyn
GREENFIELD, William J
MORTON, Gary H
MARTIN, Fred L
MODROW. Harold III
HALTER, William D
VIGIL, Susan Kirkwood
HOLLEMAN.Clara J
THOMAS, Pam Willis
NEDERVELD, Thomas L
MELTVEOT, Henry
CUSS OF 1941
MONDS, Jacqueline
VOSKUIL, Shirley Doyle
HERRICK, Roger Jr
KOOIKER, Herman J
VANEGMOND.
Peter
NIES,
Alan R
STELWAGEN,
Henry
C
GROENING, Otto
PARKER. Denise L
HOLLEMAN,Barbara
WRIGHT, Helen Bechtel
KOOIMAN,William
OGONJI, Gilbert
VANLIERE, Judith
VANDERWERFF,William
MOODY, James R
RUMSEY. BonnieK Black
VOORHORST,Louise
YU, Herbert
Meadows
PICKARD, Glenn D
WALTERS,Chester P
CLASS OF 1915
VANVLIET, Theodore
RYCENGA,Polly Reber
HOOK, Ronald J
WAANDERS.
Gerald
PRAAMSMA,
Peter
WISELEY,
Daniel
James
CLASS OF 1961
STEGENGA, Jane C Spencer
BROWN, Florence M
JOHNSON, Rush M
CLASS OF 1942
WEAVER, Judith Baker
PURNELL, Robert E
YURASH,
Bernard
ALLEY, Louise Hunter
T9BERT, Gordon P
BURGESS,NellieM
KLINE,John R
WIEGAND.JonathanF
ROBERTSON,Alan G
ALEXANDER,Thelma
ZWEMER, Charles B
KLAUS, Frederick H
BILYEU, Arthur E
WHITE. John D
KRONEMEYER,Donald
WOLTERS. Richard M
Vanderschaaf
RUSSELL, Carolyn Mack
WIERSMA,Wendy S Prather
BILYEU,
Jean
Kemp
CLASS OF 1953
LAM, Julia Hing-Wai
CLASS OF 1916
SCHERK, GretchenSchaible
ARMSTRONG, Arthur
CLASS
OF
1967
WILLARD, Janet L
BOERIGTER,
George
D
BEEKMAN.Lloyd G
LAY, Gini Fraser
SEPUYA, Yafesi
GANNON, William R
BAILEY,Margaret Telinde
BROWER, Mary Onken
BAILEY,Brian R
BETHKE, George E
MACQUEEN,E C Jr
CLASS OF 1974
SEYFARTH, William
CHRISTIANSEN, Treva Briggs GILLESSE, John
EE, Judith Cariate
BALLARD, Rona Slager
COLYER, PatriciaStagg
MARCUS, James Cart
GAYLORD,
HEASLEY, June Baker
SNYOER, Dorothy
AGARD, Hans
FORNESS,
Grace
BENTLEY. Ruth Wolters
EKEMA, Roger
MILLER, Marcia
HILLER. Raymond Earl
STOOPS, Lana
ALBAN, remoiiuu
FernandoA
MULDER, Edward
HALL, Julia Thomas
BERRY, Clayton D Jr
GUENTHER,Douglas P
NADJOURMA,Tuula Ravantti BACHE Beverly A
PLANSOEN,Cornelius
TERBEEK, Glen A
SMITH, Frank
HALL, Sharon Smith
BERRY, ElizabethDavies
LEMKE,
Robert
E
NOGGLE,
BAUDINO, Terry L
TRIPP, Mary Frelick
THAYER, James
VANHAAFTEN,Francis
HANENBURG,James G
BREMER.Daniel D
LUK. Garbo Zeng
PETROEUE, Robert
---- Eugene
VANGELDEREN,Gerry
BETAR,
A
VALUSEK, Fred
HEATH, George P
BROWER, Webster P
CLASS OF 1S17
MCCLURE, Stanley R
POOLE. PhyllisBeck
VICK. Allene A Long
BURTON. Clarence M
WESTHOF,C John
HENGEVELO,
Dennis
Allen
BRUSE,
Janet
Amone
BOEVE, N Henri
NYLAND, Eugene D
SCHROEDER,Ellen Kulp
WITTE, Jay A
COLE. Susan E
WEISS, Carl
JANSMA, Richard A
LEACOCK, Marion L
BUSH, Michael L
PICKENS, Magorie M
SCHROEDER.Kenneth
DEBOER. KennethJ
WOHLERS, Lois Wilson
CHANG, Edward
KRAAL Harm
LEMMEN, George
PURCELL, AuroraHobler
SEIGER, Ruth King
DIETZ. Marvin R
CLASS OF 1943
KUTZING, William F
CLOOS, RonaldG
LOCKHORST,Henry Allen
CLASS
OF
1965
SAILER.
William
H
STEENLAND,
Mary
FILONOWICZ. Joseph D
DEBOER, Peter
LEE, William Leonard
CONN, Judith Pell
MEIER, Alvina Carol
AMETEFE, Benett K
SLOSSEN, Frank E
TILLMAN, ChristinaMih
HARES, David L
HEASLEY, Robert L
NERONI,
Delmont
P
DEVLAMING,
Donelle
Diggle
SCHNEIDER, William
ASQUITH,
Carolyn
Quad
TADAYON,Hamid
VANKAMPEN,Warren B
IRMVMIVI,
IRAVANI,I\dZ.CI
Kazem
SAUER. Jean Richards
NYHUIS, Jay A
DEVLAMING, Richard J ‘
TH0LEN, Carl
VANRIPER, John L
BAKER. Craig A
VARRIALE, Norma H Emerson JASINSKY, David F
SAXTON. David
SMEENGE,George H
EVERTZ, Susan Shand
YU,
David
BAO,
Anne
Hutchinson
WILSON.
Kathleen
JOHNSON.
Noel Ivan
CLASS OF 1918
SLAGTER, John
TIMMER,Charles M
FLESH, Joan Medema
BARLEY, William B
WOOD, Patricia
KLINGENBERG, PatriciaJ
CLASS OF 1954
ARMSTRONG, Lillian
VANDENBURG,John G
CLASS OF 1944
FUNG,
Daniel
S
Y
BOERINGA, James A
MARRON. Gail Frances
Congleton
CLASS OF 1970
CHAMPLIN, William 'J
VANDERVALK,Willem
HARRIS, Pamela A Bowne
CRISPELL, Helen Bleecker
BRAUER, Martha Lootens
NAVARRA,Joanne M
BOUWKNEGT,Jay Henry
COOK, Charles Albert
WANG, LeanderL
BEEKMAN, Janis Alane
HEILMAN, John R III
FENTON, GenevieveBussies
BRAUER, William F
PHILLIPS,David E
CHAPIN, Walter 0
COOK, Kathryn Phillips
WATT, Eileen
HUBER-HAYNES.Johannes BERGEVINE, George J
BREISCH, James E
SCHMIDT. Pearl A Stark
CLASS
OF
1945
DEHAAN, John
CORRY, John J
CHRISTOPHER.
Paul
D
WHITE, Keith D
HUGGINS,
Harold
CALFEE, LawrenceA Jr
SEROCKI. William L
BAWINKEL, Constance
DOORNBOS, Jack H
WIERSMA, DennisJ
COOPER, Judith
JONES, Alan L
CLASS OF 1919
CHAPPELL, Keith C
SIMON, Deborah A
Scholten
FRERK, William F
DEFEYTER, William D
KUSAK, Joseph B
CHESNEY, James D
MOORE, Catherine Poppen
CLASS
OF
1962
WOUDENBERG, PatriciaRoss
GAARDE, Edna Richards
LYONS. Mary Foster
GRANT, Roderick Campbell
LABAN, George B
CORNELL, Marilyn Hargett
PARISH, Fred E
ARMSTRONG,
Paul
GLANZ, Robert 0
GRIMES, Peter William
CLASS OF 1975
PEIRCE,Joseph R
LANGSTROM,Judith Bell
DANIELS, Robert C
BRUMM, Ruth Soden
CUSS OF 1920
PFEIFER,Jane MacDonald
PRENTICE, DonaldD
HYNES, Kathy Koding
LEE, Shiuh Hwa
COWLES. Sandra
ERIKSON, Carina 8
CARBECK,
Lynne
Prakken
PFEIFER,
Richard
VANDUINf:,Jerome
BUSH, Matilda Veltman
HYNES, Patrick
GRAHAM, TimothyR
LEGGETT, Richard C
FONDRK, Terry L
CHEN, Albert
GARVELINK, John
LOWDERMILK,
David
K
HILDEBRANDT, Janet Dzurina
CUSS OF 1946
CLASS OF 1955
CO, Raymond
SMITH, JosephineBelt
MILLER, Kathy
HILL, Lester E
DORNBUSH, Margaret
BAKKER, Carole Estroe
CORNELL, Terry
NADJOURMA.
Degaulle Kira HOFFMAN,Dorothy J
Bakelaar
BOUWMAN,
Dale
DUNCAN,
Patricia
Patterson
PAKULA, Sandra Ann
CLASS OF 1921
JONES. Eric A
GOODIN, Myrtle Overbeek
CARLSON, Thomas A
ENDERT, Carolina
PONTIER, Laurie Jones
KORVER, Kathem Mia
DURRIN, Grace
HOFFMAN,Allen
OVENS, Ronald
HOOBLER,Manorie
COOK, Mina Venema
FAULKNER, Thomas
STUIT,
John
KRAAY. MarthaA
HOFFMAN,Marlene
JOLDERSMA,Ruth E
CLASS OF 1922
EYERLY, Robert
FLICKEMA, Ruth Ann
SWEET,
Sharon
Lynn
Fortuin
[_OYD. Elizabeth Huffman
HOLMES,
Sieglinde
Langiahr
RENARD,
Damele
Gothaux
PAVLIDES, Anthony
HAMMALIAN,John B
HAVERDINK, CherrillSherman
HOEK, George E
TROTTER, Milton S
MANTARRO, ConstanceR
JAP, Khian
SCHMTZ| Robert C
THORNBURY, Nellie Wezema HOOP, Mary Zandstra
H00GEND00RN, Robert
WHITMAN, Ada
VANCOR, Fred
SCHUMACHER, Richard H
Dumville
KLOP, Jean
TUURLING, Angelyn
HUFF, David L
WONG, Kah Kah
JACOBUSSE,Lloyd A
WAGENVELD,
Edward
MANTARRO, Victor J
SMITH.
Ronald
C
KROES, David L
WROBLEY, Hazel Olson
KELLOG, Edward B
KIK, Willard N
ZWEMER, Evert J
WONG,
David Wing-Kai
PAPLAWSKY.
William J
SU.
Timothy
YNTEMA,Danhof B
LANE, Tad R
KOCH, Ingrid Vonreitzenstein LANE, David T
SMITH, Susan Lynn
CLASS OF 1923
LEUPEN, Thomas
MUILENBURG,Phyllis
KUIPER, Jacob
CLASS
OF
1947
WILHELMSEN,Wesley Carl
DERUYTER,William
LINDGREN. John F
Wierenga
LEUPEN. Thomas
DAVIDSON. Charles
MEGGS, Susan Spring
MUILENBURG,Robert
CLASS OF 1976
CLASS OF 1924
MCLEOD, Roderick
HARMELING,Evelyn
MENNING,Charles
PETERSON, Carol Herder
BROWER, Cathy Kuhl
ANDERSON, Robert J
MILLER, Gerald L
BERKOMPAS,Albert
Wezeman
WEHNER,
Doyce
Caufield
SHENEMAN, Helen Brugman MINUTH, Richard V
BRUNSTING, Carol A
CAMERON, LeslieJ
PEELEN, Jacob
VOSS, Lois Vanderschel
NICASTRO,
Katherine
G
Owen
WESSEUNK./john
CANNON,Jenifer F
WALLESVERD,Donald
CUNNINGHAM,WillieJr
MULDER, James H
SCHIPPER, Katherine Kamps WESTHOF, Ruth DeBoer
WESTERBEKE,Richard
NOZARI,
Mohammad
S
DAVIS,
Robert
E
WARD,
Betty
Gneiding
NEEDHAM, David
DAVIS, Don Lee
WU, Paul F C
WHARY, William H Jr
PENNY, William J
CLASS OF 1948
WILKINSON, Jack
DAVIS, Tara Culver
NIEUSMA, Gerald
HALVORSEN,Nancy Ann Ball
CUSS OF 1925
PFUND, Gloria Skonberg
DEILLY,Joseph B
CLASS
OF
1968
ALLRED, PatriciaLong
PETERSON, Rani Alice
PERRIN,
Carla
Kruithof
CLASS OF 1956
RABALLA,
Nicholas
HOMKES, ChristinaHolkeboer gEACH Frank C
DILLS, Steven S
PERRIN. Clement
PRUIM, Charles E
BOEZEMAN,Kathy
BLOUIN, Richard E
RIETVELD,
Gerrit
J
HOWELL,Clark M
DINGS,
Dorothy
COCKEil Neil
SCHELHAAS, Edward D
SAXTON. Paul Robert
CERASANO,Craig D
CONNAIRE, Christine Denny
VANVOLKENBURG,Bessie
ROWLAND, Diane
FOSTER,
James
N
FLYSTRA, Henry D
SCHNEIDER, Judith Wiley
TAGGERT,
Emily Calhoun
DEYOUNG, Ronald
EWING, John
SCHEIDER, Gerald C
Upton
GOMEZ, Naomi
JOHNSON,Laura M
WHITCOMB,
David McKay
SHELDON,
Cynthia Barnard
OUNNICAN,
Jo
Ann
NELSON, Albert R
ZUVERINK, John
SCHLETT,
Robert
A
HUANG, David
SHAFFER, Norma Roy .
WILSON, Kimberly May
DYBING. Robert A
SMITH, Diane Deems
RYON, Linda Vogel
SNYDER,
Michael
S
HYMA, Marcia J Tiezzi
VANALST, Helen
TERBEEK, Judith Sietsma
DYKSTRA, Jerome P
CLASS OF 1926
CLASS OF 1977
SCHRODER,Frank
STOWELL, John A
LEISMER, William
EVERTZ, Edward G Jr
TSAI, John
BAKER, Katherine Tyner
CLASS OF 1949
SCHULZ, Richard Lee
MOTZER,Robert John
SU, Stephen
LOWING, Richard H
VANDERMEULEN,
Henry
FISHER.
Larry
J
PAXTON, Rosalind Oleary
SHIH, Paul G B
BARR, Robert B
SUYDAM, MarthaJewel
TAN, Helen
MILLER. Glenn E
VANDERWEG,
James
GIES,
Thomas
WEDEVEN, Graduse B
SQUIRE, Richard T
BRACE, Nona Vermeulen
TSOI, Henry Wing. Ping
VANDERKOLK,Charles
NILSEN, Roy
WIELHOUWER,
Jacob
GRIESS,
Ronald T
WESSELINK, Peter
STJOHN, William A
BROWN, Malcolm D
VANDERKOLK.Sharon Decker uaNNA ' Michael G
PRUIM, Marc E
WIELHOUWER.Janet Hook
TEITSMA, Agen
CORK, Robert N
VANHEYNINGEN,
lvncnaelb
CLASS OF 1927
TITUS,
Jack
JANSEN,
Henry
J
CLASS
OF
1963
AEIKENS, John
WIERSMA, Myra Jean
KINNISON, Hugh E
ANDERSON, Diane M
SMITH, Howard
LARSON, Charles J
BOHING, Joseph R
UNGERSMA, Arthur C
CLASS OF 1957
MAJOR, Robert
CHERVEN, Sharon Crosswell BURKHART,Margie
CLASS OF 1928
RIECKMAN. Mary.Kuenzie
FAGER, Joy Schimmel
GIE8INK,Gerald A
BARBER, Ethel
SHINTAKU, Ayako
FERRELL, Michael D
HESSE, Carl R
BOLT, Willis
SKAALEN, Morris
GLUPKER,
Howard D
HESSELINK, PhilipH
DEBEY, Albert B
TERONDE,Minnie
GRAVELLE, Sandra Lovett
JOHNSON,Richard J
TOMA,
Fuad
F
HAMILTON, Linda Bouwman
CUSS OF 1929
MACDONALD, Kenneth
VANDERYACHT,Duane A
HASBR0UCK,Mary Jane
DEWOLF, Mildred J
MEANS, William A
VANOMEN, Gary J
HEYNS, Larry K
MOORE, Ruth
HAWKINS,Lily May
HINCK, Lynne Mohr
CLASS
OF
1950
REDDING, TheodoreJ
HEMKES,Robert J
HOWLETT,StephenC
SANDY, Russell D
BALAZSY, Elizabeth
CLASS OF 1930
JONES, William A
THOMAE, Charles
8ASKETT, Miles H
COLLINS, Rose Whelan
KNUTSON,Garth J
is
VALKEMA,
Allan R
BETTISON, William L Jr
DEPREE, DonaldJ
KUNO, Akiko Walacabe
BRACE, William
VANLARE, Larry D
FOWLER,Anna DeYoung
LEE, Robert E
CLARK, Jack F
WALTERS,John
ITO, Tadosaku
LONG, Hugo C
COLLISON, William E
WARD, Bruce A
LANGELAND,Earle
MADDEROM, Douglas
COPIER, G. Edward

CLASS OF 1900
THURBER,Lillian Best
CLASS OF 1904
LOVERIDGE, George S
CLASS OF 1908
ROBINSON, W J
WIGGERS,Anna Bos

HORNBROOK,Jane Voorhees SCHIPPER, George M
SCHNEIDER, Sara
KIEFT, Don A

CLASS OF 1933
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CLASS OF 1931
EISKAMP, John A

12

KIM, Young-Tak
PETTIT,Adele William
UNDERWOOD, Olga Bender

CUSS

OF 1932

TSUDA, Umekitchi

DANE, Mary McRae
DANE, Robert
DESAUTELS, Frederick

DONNELLY,Evalyn Miller
DOUGLAS,James C
EMERY, Robert D
GEARY, Danile C
GILES,William B

CLASS OF 1958
AHRENS,Erika Volkenbom
BALMER, C William
COOK, Stanley R
HEINS, John E
KANG, Young Chae
MYERS, Huston K
SACKETT. Ruth Kramer

i

MAK, Louise
MCCABE,MiriamJones
MICHMERHUIZEN,
James L
MORTENSEN,Carol Douma
MULDER, Lyle W
OLTHOF, Evelyn K
PATOLE, Lemuel P
SCHMIDT, Barbara Gebben

Please mail to Hope College Alumni Office,
Holland, Ml

49420

j

20's

!

Frances Thoms '21 Scholten recently visited
Hope for a sentimental stroll of the campus on •
which she first set foot 60 years ago. Her
granddaughter Colleen Cochranis currently a Hope

Citizen of the

Year

60's

Gordon J. Hoeksema '60 is a dentistat Brooke
Army Medical Center, Ft. Sam, Houston, Tex.
George Boerigter '61 has a management position with Herman Miller,Zeeland, Mich.
Morteza Rahimi '61 continues his research at

student.

Mildred Ramaker '26 Kemme recently gave a
book review for the Ottawa County (Mich.) Medical Assistants.Mildredis a retired librarian,and
j

MichiganState University into designing "talking''
computers that provide speech to mutes.
Betty Vicha '61 Van Wykis director of communications at Oak Park-River Forest High School in
Illinois. She was a newspaper reporter for five

formerly lived in Wisconsin.

30's

alumni
news

years.

The Rev. Wayne Van Kampen '31 has been
named directorof pastoralcare and education at

I*
||

Bethesda Hospital and

Community Health

Harvey Butler Hoffman

Center,

Marvin

Denver.
Jul ia Walvoord '34 Van Wyk and her husband the
Rev. Herbert Van Wyk, Hope Trustee, recently
were honored at a retirement dinner in Richboro,
Pa. Julia has been active in many aspectsof Re-» formed Church denominationalwork, as well as
ecumenical service.She was national president of
Reformed Church Women from 1974-77. Herb and
Julia are moving to Holland, Pa.

Catholic and Seventh Day Adventist denominations.
Betty Mulder '45 Burton works for the Oceana
Department of Social Services in Hart, Mich. The
mother of six and grandmother of five, Betty also
sells real estate and was a correspondant for the
LudingtonDaily News. She is president of the
Pentwater Women's Club and a choir member and
soloist.

The Rev. Kenneth A. Stickney '46 has been
selectedby the editorialboard of the American
Biographical Institute(a division of the Historical
Preservationsof America)to appear in the 1977-78
edition of

Personalitiesof the West and Midwest in

recognition of his past achievementsand outstanding service to

the Holland community and the State

of Michigan.He is also listed in Who's
Religion and

Men

Who

in

Achievement.
Alfred R. Heasty '48 M.D., and his wife, the
former Audrey Christy '49, R.N., are the first
doctor-nurse team to open a government hospitalin
Nasir, Sudan. The new hospital will replace a
former mission hospitaL
Dennis E. Shoemaker '49 is the author of The
Global Connection: Local Action for World Justice'.
The hand book is written to help individual Christians, church leaders and church groups to comprehend what global economicjustice requires in
today's world and to become direct participantsin
the struggle for achieving such justice. He is director of MEDIA Communications,Media, Pa. which
offers print-media servicesto churches and church
organizations and agencies.
of

50's

David L. Boerigter'50,

a U.S. Foreign Service

Officerwho aids the CaliforniaSecretary of State in

f

i
t
*

births
George and PatriciaCook, Bryan Joseph, Dec. 29,
1976, Baldwinsville,N.Y.
Bruce and Susan Delnay, Julie Anne, Dec. 11,
1977, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Gerald and Linda VanderHeide'68 Gibbs, Elizabeth
Rachel, Dec. 25, 1977, Grand Haven, Mich.
David 70 and Suzanne Gunn, Steven William &
Christopher James,

May

2,

1977, Evergreen Park,

Richard 71 and Mary Elden 70 Littlefield, Amanda
Corrin, Nov. 30, 1977, Jenison, Mich,

r
<

Don and Karen Oosterhouse70 Marema, Melissa
Joy, June 10, 1977, Grand Rapids, Mich.

1
|
•

Barry and Marybeth Senior 74 Nichols, Hilary
Joyce, Jan. 17. 1978, Hackettstown,N.J.

^

y

»

I

J.

Overway

'63 is a candidate for the

Eric Winston Pott '63 is a plastics engineer for

Dow Chemical Co., Charlotte, N.C.
The Rev. Edward D. Seely '63 is minister of
education at Fifth Reformed Church, Grand Rapids,
Mich, and a Ph.D. candidate in education at Michigan State University.
Pete Paulsen '64 was recently honored by the
Legislature of the State of Michigan for his "contributionsto the spiritual and culturallife of Michigan." Pete is nowin Dallas,undertaking Reformed
Church Growth Fund extension work.
Edward Huntington'66 is the new pastor of
Dodge (N.D.) Reformed Presbyterian Church. He
graduated from WestminsterSeminary in
Philadelphia in 1972, helped start the

Norman

(Okla.)Fellowship and was licensedin Dec.

,

1977 to

Especiallysignificantin this year's meeting was the
expression of cooperation by dignitariesFrom the

Roman

t

senior vice presi-

schools.

>

I

a

gust. He is superintendent of Hudsonville, Mich,

The Rev. Roger Rozeboom '68 has been
an executiveboard member. He is also a board
named Citizen of the Year by the Chatfield, member of the JeffersonCounty Mental
40%
Colo. Jaycees.He is pastor of Faith Commu- Health Associationand his church hosts both
Ade Slikkers, Sr. '40 has retiredas principalof nity Center of Littleton, located in a shopping AlcoholicsAnonymous and Al-Anon meetL.C. MohrHigh School in South Haven, Mich. Ade
center.
ings. He also helped organize a HELP line in
|f and his wife plan to spend summers in South Haven
The Jaycees' presidentcited Rozeboom for his community, belongs to a local Optimists
and take their travel trailer to warmer regions durhis "total commitment to his work and the
Club and is a frequent community speaker.
ing the winter months.
Rozeboom and his wife, the former Sandy
Dr. Thomas Boslooper '45 conducteddevotions community in which his church resides."
Rozeboom was co-chairman of the charter Tomlinson '68, have two daughters, ages 7
for the meeting of 'the Lord's Day Alliance of the
U.S. in Atlanta, marking the beginning of the 90th contributioncampaignwhich raised $15,000 and 5. They also have a fosjter daughter, 22,
year of this interdenominational organization.
to start a ChatfieldYMCA and now serves as
who is now married and living in New Jersey.

I

is

Republic nominationfor the State Representative
of the 54th District in the primary electionin Au-

(
:

i

'63

dent of Flushing (N.Y.) Savings Bank.

. 70 and Mary Goeman 71 Miller, Alison
Beth, Feb. 1, 1978, Grand Haven, Mich.
Randall 75 and Wanda Haverdink,Lean Joy, Feb.
19, 1978, Holland, Mich.
Del '67 and Jean VanderLaan '69 Mulder, Jessica
Lindsay, March 13, 1978, Glen Falls, N.Y.

Alan I

I

Michael W. and Rae Huizenga 71 Reed, Matthew
Alan, March 23, 1978, Jenison, Mich.
Dennis 74 and Pamela Obins 73 Rawlinson, Erin
Elizabeth,Oct. 4, 1977, Milwaukee, Wts.
Louis and Deborah Noe 71 Schakel, Earle Benjamin, Oct. IS, 1976, Indianapolis,Ind.
Steven and Susan Stoeckly '68 Stitt, Jessica, Littleton, Mass.
Tom 72 and Gale Aldrich 72 Stoner, Jeremy Howard, Nov. 12, 1977, Battle Creek, Mich.
Glenn and Nancy Brown 70 Trieszenberg, Daniel
Ryan, Oct. 7, 1977, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Don 74 and Lynn Hambleton 75 Wickstra,
Matthew David, Dec. 22, 1977, Hinsdale, 111.
John and Lynn Quackenbush 74 Zick, David John,
August 30, 1977, Holland, Michigan

matters of protocol and foreign trade, was recently

Hope for the Model United Nations, hosted annually by the departmentof political science.

at

Man

of the Year

Heersma '30 was
David's next assignment will be in Perth, Australia,
chosen in January as "Man of the Year" by
where he will aid in promoting the products of
ColumnistArt Sills of the Kalamazoo
Western Australia.
Suzanne H. Brink '50 is participatingin the Over- Gazette. Sills'column is reprintedhere with
Editor's note: Dr.'H. Sidney

permission.
Milton J. Ten Have '50 is pastor of the Harbor
Springs and Alanson,Mich. United Methodist
Anwar Sadat of Egypt is Time magazine's
churches. Milton and his wife are new grandparents "Man of the Year." The choice is proper.
as of December 30.
Sanity is precious in a world where insane
L. James Harvey '52, Ph.D. has been appointed
hatred rules.
vice president of McManis Associates,Inc. and elecFor its selection. Time names somebody
ted to tfie corporation'sboard of trustees.Jim will
who "has had the most impact, for good or ill,
continue to directthe firm's Education Group,
which provides management consulting servicesto on the course of events over the past 12
seas Ministry's Study Center this year.

colleges,universitiesand school systems. He

is

au-

if

VH
msmm
mi

mm

months."

management

For 40 years, a much belter measurement.
Dr. H. Sidney Heersma has had a great impact
Eugene M. Klaaren '59 is the author of Religious for good. Which is why he is my own Man of
Origins of Modern Science, recently published by
the Year. There are many reasons.
Eerdmans.'Thebook is an argument that the rise of
For instance,there was a court case in Demodern natural science is due in great part to the
cember of 1957. A man was accused of abuspower of Christian belief in Divine creationon the
ing his two-year-old son. Such cases are
part of such prominentearly modem scientists and
common today. They were rare 20 years ago.
theolbgicians— as Boyle, Bacon and Newton.
The man was suspected of burning the boy
Eugene holds a Ph.D. in philosophy from Harvard
University. He is currently lecturingon theological with lit cigarettes. In November, the boy had
interpretationsof technological culture at various been brought to Dr. Heersma.The father said
Eastern schools.
the boy's burn marks — there were 25 of
them — were caused by accidentallyspilling
grease. Dr. Heersma needed to prove otherwise.
A few days before the case opened, he took
a novacaine injection and his nurse touched a
cigarette, a lit cigarette, to the doctor's
forearm. Without novacaine, the child's pain
must have been brutal, Dr. Heersma testified.
He rolled up a shirt sleeve, displayedthe
burns on his arm, and it was all over. The
thor of several books on the use of
systemswithin higher education.

#^3Jr

father ended up in a prison cell.

more and more, into programs for retarded
children and crippled children and, in fact,
any program to help children.
He has been a member of, and a leader of,
groups that when listed read like a directory
of caring: the Crippled Children'sSociety,
the Child Guidance Clinic, the Associationfor
Retarded Children, and many more.
He can be quite gentle. But, given the situation, he can also be quite stubborn. He doesn't
smoke and doesn't like to be around people
who do. A few years ago, he refused to go to
hospital staff meetings where smoking was
allowed.

"1 still have the scars,"Dr. Heersma was
saying the other day. "But that child abuse
"I didn't go for two years. They finally
case was the first one, locally, where there
decided not to allow smoking in the meetings.
was a conviction."
1 went back," he said.
He is 68, wears wire-rimmedglasses and
In a tiny concessionto age, he is only at the
has a fringe of silver hair. He is 5-2 and about office four mornings a week now. However,
100. Boxers would tab him as a flyweight.
do not bring retirement up as a topic.
And in his present shape, which is superb, he
"1 can't quit now. And I certainlycan't
would be absolute dynamite.
leave the community. 1 know people do that.
Always, great energy. "When doctors were They retire and move away. 1 just don't
Dr. Robert H. Schuller '47 will receive
making house calls, I made a lot of them. 1 understand how people can do that, leave a
made 55 during one week during World War community they are a part of," he said.
Toastmaters International's
highest award,
the Golden Gavel, at this year's International Two. Fifteen in one day," he said.
Among his hobbies,a newly acquiredone is
He grew up in Oak Park, near Chicago, and to take wood from old barns and fashion it into
Conventionin Vancouver August 16-19.
Schuller,pastor of Garden Grove Commu- each day started with chores on his father's furnitureor bookcases. Of this, he is quite
nity Church (Calif.),is the latest of 19 com- vegetable farm, and this routine did not
proud.
change even while he was going to the Unimunicators to be honored by the organizaEverybody should be proud of Dr.
versityof Chicago Medical School.
tion. Previous winners have included actress
Heersma. In 1966, the Kalamazoo chapter of
He opened his office here in December,
Greer Garson, U.S. Senator S. 1. Hayakawa
the Michigan Society for Mental Health hon1937. He had married the former Ellen Wes- ored him with these words:
and broadcastersLowell Thomas, Earl Nightingale, Gordon Sinclair and Walter Cronkite. terveld in 1934. They have two children.
"This man that we honor is a physician in
Children are his great love. Which is why he the most ancient definition of the word. He
Toastmasters Internationalis the world's
chose pediatrics in the first place. With adults, feels, he studies, he works, he is patient, he
leading organizationproviding communicaa doctor may be faced with the results of years
tion, public speaking and leadershiptraining.
survives,possibly with suffering in his heart,
Schullerhas also been recently honored by of neglected health.
but he perseveres."
"But, with children, you can practice more
a nationalpolice organization,American AsThere are many words you could write
preventive medicine. You have a better
sociation of CorrectionalFacility Officers,
about the doctor.But they aren't needed. He
with a special award crediting Schuller's tele- chance of doing something for somebody,"he has this small scar on his arm, the scar from 20
vision show "Hour of Power" for its aid in the said.
years ago. And it is a great badge of the huAnd this urge to help the young led him. manity of Dr. H. Sidney Heersma.
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John A. Leenhouts '69, M.D., has opened an
office in Grand Haven, Mich. John is an ophtal-

preach the Gospel by the Southwest Presbytery,

RPCES. Edward and

his

wife Susan have four chil-

mologist.

dren.
Phil Strengholt'65 has accepted the position of
Facilities

news
alumni

ler,

Design Group manager for

ChristianPlasman '69 is region manager for
McGraw Laboratories, Worthington,Ohio.

Herman Mil-

Inc. of Zeeland, Mich. Phil has been with the

70's

firm for 11 years. His new post holds responsibility
for the planning, design and quality of all Herman

Mary Elden

Miller facilities within U.S. operations, as well as

tive for Heritage Art Collection of Grand Rapids,

the design of specialexhibits and, shows.
Ken Carpenter '67 reports that he's "alive and

Mich.
Bill Van Auken '70 is a teacher in Holland, Mich.
Robert J. DeMeester '71 was recentlypromoted to
senior engineer at John Deere Co., Dubuque, Iowa.
A registered professionalengineer in the State of
Iowa, Bob designs earthmovingequipment.
Brad Green '71 is coordinator of federal grants for
the League of Women Voters in the Washington,
D.C. area.
Jane Witherspoon '71 Jungat passed the Indiana
State board exam and became a registeredpharma-

well" and working as an automotivemechanic for a
FI$.T, MG and Alfa

Romeo dealership in Auburn,
wife Karen is a Manpowerinstructorfor a

Ala. His
clerk-generalemployment class in lanett.

Gary Holviok

'67

Distinguished Service

has been appointed Flint (Mich.)

general agent for the NorthwesternMutual Life
Insurance Co. Gary and his wife Gilda and their two
sons reside in Brighton. He is directorof the

BrightonRotary Club.
J. Stephen Larkin '67 has been named directorof
state and local corporate affairs for International
Paper Co., Washington,D.C. Steve will be responsible for the company's government relationsin 35

cist

'70 Littlefield is a sales representa-

Fla.

Del Mulder '67 passed the New York State Bar
Exam in July. He is an attorney in Glen Falls, N. Y.
Lt. John Schalk '68 is a U.S. Navy operations
officer aboard USS Truett. He recently returned
from seven months of specialoperations in the
Mediterraneanand Middle East.
Robert John Aardema '69 is a pilot for Ronagan
Air Service in Kalamazoo, Mich.
David Havinga '69 is a wood worker for a furniture factory on Osterrick.

Half Century Service

f

r

tary music at Oakland Christian School, Pontiac,

Mich.
Barbara Paterink '76 Sutton

is

personnel man-

ager at Chris Craft Corp., Holland, Mich.

Gene Sutton '76 is a student at Western Theological Seminary.
Laurie Daniels '77 is a graduate student at New

r

York'University.
Nancy Dekker '77 is a teacher in Jenison, Mich.

Donald G. Elferink '77 has completedrecruit

in July.

training at the Coast Guard Training Center,

Alameda, Calif.
Marsha Mast '77 is an office manager traineefor
Ryder Truck Rental, Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Thomas M. McConnor '77 is a medical student at

accepted the positionof legal assistantto the execu-

Roger Nietering '67 is a licensed certified public
accountant employed by the Internal Revenue Service in Illinois. He resides in Dolton.
Joan Medema '67 Martin is a teacher in Jupiter,

New York City offices.
Paul Robert Saxton '76 is a quality control engineer for Haworth, Inc., Holland, Mich.
Liane Sing '76 is in the MFA program at
Washington State University and is currently
studying at the College of Art, Nihon University in
Tokyo.
Dwight Slater '76 is completing his second year at
Wayne State University Medical School.
Deborah Herzog '76 Slater is teaching elemen-

Diane Van Beek '71 will soon be moving to Bonn,
West Germany. Her husband Lyon Swanlund has

states.

resources at the Reformed Church in America's

tive governors of the InternationalCouncil for EnvironmentalLaw.
Bruce Neckers '65 was recentlyhonored as Wayne State University.
Steven C. Berry '72 is an attorney with Franklin
the recipient of the Grand Rapids, Mich.
John E. McMurtry '77 is a graduate researchassisPetrulisand Lichty in Troy, Mich.
tant in ornithology at NorthernIllinois University.
Robert D. Cook '72 is a lawyer with Marquis, Jaycees Distinguished bservice Award.
The Distinguished Service Award pointed Hank Shadwell'77 is administering a newlyHutchinson and Cook, P.C. in Grandville, Mich.
Bernard Gryesen '72 is a surgeon at Butterworth to Neckers as one "who distinguishedhimself developed outdoorsmanprogram for boys at ChrisHospital, Grand Rapids, Mich.
not only by service in the community but also tian Haven Homes, Wheatfield, Ind.
Michael Stampfler '72 is Kalamazoo (Mich.) city by being a good family person and a profes- Cheri Smith '77 is a free-lancephotographerin
Holland, Mich.
clerk. He has served as interim directorof the city's
sional far above reproach."
Glenn Toren '77 is a claims adjustor with Econconvention center and was administrative assistant
Neckers is an attorney with the law firm of omy Fire and Casualty Co.
to the city manager. He is currently a candidate for
Mohney, Goodrich and Titta. He also chairs Sherrill Vickers '77 is the cable TV access coorthe position of city clerk of Grand Rapids.
the Reformed Church in America General
dinator for the Holland, Mich, community.
Philip A. Tapper! '72 is music program coordinator and choir directorat St. Mark's Methodist Program Council and had a supervisory role Tim Zuverink '77 is teaching English at Ferris
in the denomination's recent church growth Christian High School, Yokohama, Japan.
Church, Baytown, Tex.
Bruce Herman '78 will be enrollingin the Stanford
Timothy Boersma '72 is working in the personnel fund-raisingproject.
University M.B.A. program in September,under a
departmentof Ottawa Door Lite Co., Zeeland,
Despite his busy schedule, Neckers manfellowship from the George F. Baker Trust of N.Y.
Mich.
ages to leave some personal time. Among his
Brian Claxton '72 works at the University of Ilinterests is playing basketball.
linoisMedical Center.
"If you don't leave time for things like that,
Marcia Larsen '73 Claxton is directorof informathen
you're in trouble," he says.
tion research for MunicipalFinance Officers AsNickers is married to the former Susan
sociation in Chicago.
Marilyn Korte '73 Pete is teaching 4th grade in the Sonneveldt '67. They have three children,
Matthew, 7, Melissa, 4 and Allison,2.
Allegan (Mich.) public schools.
ChristineBush '73 Shuey is the author o( Nurse
Sara Hoebeke '75 M.A. General Psychology, Trinat Deer Hollow,published by Avalon Books of New
ity University, Aug. 1977
Steven VanderBroek'74 is teaching 5th grade in
York City. Chris, who uses her maiden name as her
David Kieffer '76 M.A. School Psychologyand
Fennville, Mich.
Specialist Degree in PsychologicalServices,Central
pen name, says the novel is a fictional story of
Lynn Quackenbush '74 Zick is a third year
Michigan University
romanticsuspense, suitablefor adult and teenage
elementacyband directorin Jenison, Mich.
John Kloosterboer '65, M.S. Education Psycholaudiences.
Joyce Barg '75 is a Peace Corps worker in Liberia, ogy, University of Wisconsin,Dec., 1977
Dorothy Swanson '73 has been promoted to
teaching math and science to 7th, 8th and 9th
Kathryn M. Korver '75, M.A. Eastern Studies,
specialist of materials scheduling and inventory for
graders.
University of California,Berkeley, Spring, 1977
General ElectricCo. in Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Robert J. Fles, Jr. '75 is a medical student in
The Rev. Earl A. Laman '54, Doctor of Ministry.
Barb Basnett '74 is a part-time girls' physicaleduBethany Theological Seminary, 1977
Louisville,Ky.
cation teacher at Zeeland(Mich.) High School and
Sara Hoebeke '75 joined a market research firm in Donald Luidens '69, Ph.D. Sociology,Rutgers
working for a recreation department.
University, Jan., 1978
Dallas, Tex. in July.
Brian Boeve '74 is a religionteacher at Unity
Bob Myers '75 has accepted a programmer'sposi- James Moore '72 M.Th., Boston University School
Christian High School, Hudsonville, Mich:
tion in the MarketingSupport Group of Systems of Theology, 1976
Barbara Watt '74 Jorck works for the French and
Steven F. Piersma, '68, M.S. Recreation & Field
ResearchInc., East Lansing, Mich.
Italian departmentof Indiana University,
Matthew Rumpsa '75 is employed by Woodland Biology, Central Michigan University, 1977
Bloomington.
Grace Poppink '63 Hodgson, Ph.D., University of
Realty in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Werner Jorck '74 is working in the Osco Drug, Inc.
Vicki Wiegerink '75 Rumpsa is a juvenile group Florida,Dec., 1977
Claudia Tebben '73, Sterne, M.Ed., University of
management in Bloomington,Ind. He plans to reworker for Kent County (Mich.) Child Haven, a
North Carolina, Dec., 1977
turn to Indiana University this fall for his M.B.A.
temporaryhome for neglected and abused children
Cleo Vandermolen Lucwick, '48, M.Div., May,
degree.
and teenagers.
1978
Barbara Jo Nietering'74 is employed by CommuCathy Seifert '75 is entering the U.S. Navy Offi- David Whitehouse, '76, Master of Music, Northnity Mental Health Center, Holland, Mich.
cer's CandidateSchool in Newport, R.I.
westernUniversity, June, 1978
Kristin Rose '74 is a substance abuse counselor for
Beverly Kinoshita '76 Patton is a secfetary for Mike Wiersma, '73 M.B.A., Seidman Graduate
the Program for Alcohol and Substance Treatment
Seneca Steel Corp., Buffalo, N.Y.
College of Business, Grand Valley State Colleges,
in Big Rapids, Mich.
Carol A. Rummler '76 is associatefor promotional 1977

f

advanced

degrees

Dr. Frank H. Moser '28 of Holland, Mich,
was recently honored for half a century of
service at the Western Michigan section meeting of the American Chemical Society.
Dr. Moser, retired research director of
Chemetron'sPigments Division,has been an
American ChemicalSociety member for 50
years, and a former local section president.
His early industrial experiencewas with National Aniline and Chemical (Buffalo)where
he was a senior chemist in dyes. In 1938 he
moved to Standard Ultramarine Company
(SUCO) in Huntington,W. Va., where he
had varied research and management positions, rising to the position of research direc.
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Chairs Music Dept.

news about Hopeites

tor.

After Chemetron purchased SUCO, Dr.
Moser moved to Holland as director of research for Chemetron'spigmentsdivision,

Please use the space below for news that you'd like to

u

you,
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attach clippings.
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.Class year_

Name
(Women

marriages

Street.

Raymond Foster and

City

Laura Eichhorn '73, April 15,

1977, Rockford, 111.
David E. Young '77 and R. Grubbs '77, Feb. 11,
1978, Barrington, 111.

fellow Hopeites.

honors that have come your way, travels, hobbies,or ideas that you think are worth sharing
with others.This form should also be used to inform us of marriages, births, and advanced
degrees. If you have recentlybeen featuredin a local newspaperor other publication,please

which includes the former SUCO and Holland
Color Companies.He retired in September,
1972.
Dr. Moser holds severalpatents on pigments and chemicals, is the author or coauthor of articles and books on pigments and
has been active in the American Chemical
Society and the Boy Scouts of America.

Battle Creek, Mich.
Ken Lodden '72 and Leisa Von Ehr, Nov, 25, 1977,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Robert Miller and Sandra Balducci, '75, Sept. 24,
1977, ClarendonHills,111.
William Mine '73 and Carol S. Cotugno, June 25,
1977
Louis Schakel and Deborah Noe '71, Oct. 18, 1975,
Holland, Mich.
Dwight E. Slater and Deborah Herzog '76, August
6, 1977, Pontiac, Mich.
Drake Van Beek '71 and Lyn Swanlund, May 7,

communicateto your

Tell us about appointments and promotions, experiencesthat have been meaningful to

Check here
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should indude maiden names)
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new address

Dr. Lawrence DeWitt '56 has been appointed chairman of the department of music
at Miami University,Oxford, Ohio. The posi-

I

tion is effective in July.

He has been chairmanof the departments
MorningsideCollege in Sioux

of music at

City, Iowa. Previouslyhe was chairman of the
music departmentat Hiram College.
His wife, the former Ruth Wright '57, has
also been teaching at MorningsideCollege.

Send

to:

Alumni Office, Hope

College, Holland, Michigan 49423

J

deaths
Marvin Albers, a
I

graduate of Hope Preparatory

School, died on Jan. 12, 1978 in Holland, Mich,
following a short illness. He was 75 years old.

I

l

Holland to practicemedicine after graduating in
pathology at California Medical School from
1917 from Detroit College of Medicine. He retired 1949-53.
in 1965 from general practice.
Survivors include two sons. Dr. Norman K. PopSurviving are his wife Sarah, a son John and four pen and Keith H. Poppen; two daughters, Laura
grandchildren.
Ann Merchant and Sherry Haggard; a brother,

Born and raised in Overisel, Mr. Albers was
employed for severalyears by banks in Holland and
Grand Rapids, before establishingthe Marvin Albers Co., Inc. in 1938. He continued to be active in Alex Lumsden, who held an honorary Doctor of
his business until his illness.
Lettersdegree from Hope, died on March 1, 1978
Mr. Albers held Hope College in high regard, in his Bloomfield Hills, Mich. home.
maintaining both business and personal relationHe was the founder and retired presidentof Ajax
ships with the College throughouthis lifetime.
Steel and Forging Co. and a member of First PresHe is survived by his wife Minnie; a son Dr.
byterian Church of Royal Oaks.
Robert Albers '52 and a daughter Norma Albers '48
Surviving are his daughters. May Richardson,
Zonnebelt; five grandchildren, including Susan Al-

Dorothy Doyle, Jean Valrance and Nessa Laing; 10
bers '68 Smeenge and Dr. Steven Zonnebelt'73; grandchildren and seven great-grandchildren.
and two great-grandchildren.

W. Poppen '52 and a
Poppen '45 Wiersema.
Albert

sister,

Lincoln H. Sennett,husband of

Anna Ruth

Fritzi

Jonkman

Sennett '44, died on April 26 in Holland, Mich,
after

Jewelers in Holland and retired as a manufacturer's
representativefor Glidden Co.

Mr. Van Domelen was activein water pollution
control in the Holland area and was a member of the

class
notes

Macatawa Bay Yacht Club. He was a World War II
veteran and a member of Hope Reformed Church.

—

Surviving are a brother, Lester, four sisters
Etta Anderson, Hazel Baker, Mary Lamb and

Louise Van Domelen — and a sister-in-law,
Beatrice
Osborne '22 Van Domelen.

a long struggle with cancer.

Born in Cando, N.D., he came to Hollandin
1946. He was employed by Karr Spring Co. since
1949, retiringas purchasing agent in 1977.
Surviving are Mrs. Sennett and a brother and a
sister.

Leona Peelen '35 Vermeer of Grand Rapids,
Mich, died on Jan. 21, 1978, while vacationing in
Texas.
Mrs. Vermeer was a non-graduating

member of

the Class of 1935 and she completedher degree
5
l

,

Ruth Blekkink '17 died on April 9, 1978 in a
Charles E. Van Domelen '33 of Holland, Mich, requirements at Hope in 1962. She was an elemenDr. M. Verne Oggel 11 died in April, 1978 in
Holland, Mich, nursing home, following several Wycoff, N.J.
died on March 15, 1978 in Hackley Hospital,Grand
tary school teacher.
months of illness.
Rapids, after a long illness.
Among her survivorsare her husband Henry and
He was pastor of Community Church of GlenShe was born in Amsterdam, N.Y. and held a Rock for 22 years, from 1943-1965.
Born in Grand Rapids, he was employed by Fox her daughterBarbara Vermeer '62 Shuck.
master's degree from the University of Michigan.
Born in Holland, Dr. Oggel was a graduate of
She taught French and English in Beldwing, Lowell, Hope Preparatory School, the University of MichiYpsilantiand Hollandhigh schools, retiringin
gan and New BrunswickSeminary.He was the first
1957.
Reformed Church minister to enter the U.S. Army
The was a member of Hope Reformed Church during World War I, trainingin the firstchaplaincy
and Reformed Church Women.
.programat Ft. Monroe, Va.
Miss Blekkink maintained an enthusiasticinterHe served Presbyterian churches from 1919est in her alma mater throughouther lifetime.
1943, when he returned to the Reformed Church,
continued from page
which steers between the sins of pride and
Surviving is her brother, the Rev. Dr. Victor J. serving as chairmanof its committeeon the World
sloth.
Blekkink '09.
Council of-Churches. He was president of General
In summary, I have contended that a holisSynod during 1963-1964.
Harold G. DeVries '27 died on April 26, 1978 at
4. The preceedingcontentions— that there tic view of God and nature and of human
There are no immediatesurvivors. His wife, the
his Holland, Mich, home, following an apparent
former Louise Warnshuis '09 died in 1973 and their is a fundamental unity to what we understand nature integrates the human sciences with the
heart attack.
as nature and as supernature, that body and Hebrew-Christian world view. We are, howBom in Holland, he was a resident of the area adopted daughter Joan Westervelt died in 1954.
mind are also a unity, that there is a reciprocal ever, still left with some profound mysteries,
most of his life.He was a graduate of the University
Dr. Kenneth Poppen '42 died on March 22, 1978 union between action and attitude, and that For example, although there is abundant eviof MichiganMedical School and did post graduate
our beliefs are both subject to distortion and dence concerning the dynamics of human evil
work in otalrayngology at Columbia University,in in Chico, Calif.
A well known pathologistwho was active in state amenableto scientificscrutiny — lead inevita-and our consequent need to find redemption
1935 and completed his residency at Oregon Hosand national medical circles. Dr. Poppen was in
pital in 1937.
bly to the deep issue of human freedom. Al- - from it, it is difficult to understand why
practicein Chico since 1953. He was medical direcHe was a former member of Holland Rotary
though conventional thinking seems nearly human beings should 'ultimately be held
tor of Enloe Hospital Laboratory and had served as
Club, Holland B.P.O.E.and HollandCentury
always
to emphasize the freedom of the will, morally accountable for their evil. Some of
lab directorat the following California hospitals:
Club.
theologiansand scientists have often been in- these mysteries will forever remain beyond
Glenn
General
Hospital,
Willows;
Lassen
MemoSurviving are his son James '42 and two daughdined to reject the "autonomous
the grasp of human intelligence. We see now
rial Hospital, Susanville; Feather River Hospital,
ters — Mary DeVries '55 Visscher and Sally King.
Theologians sometimesremind us that when through a dark glass, only faintly and imperParadise; Butte County Hospital, Oroville; and
Also a brother, Robert DeVries '44 and a sister,
Seneca Hospital, Chester.
we see ourselvesas ultimatelyour own mak- fectly detecting the human and divine images,
Margaret Wissink.
Among his publicationswere articles in The
ers- we are likely to have already seriously But the glimpses we have gathered are excitMarilyn Broersma '53 Jordan died on March 22, journal of Histo-Chemistrt/ and Psycho-Chemistry
eroded our sense of the completeness of God’s ing, and the mysteries of human nature and of
1978 in Phoenix, Ariz. in an automobileaccident. and the American Medical Association journal.
providence,sovereignty,and grace. Research the divine nature prompt us to accelerate the
Mrs. Jordan was a teacher in South Haven and
During 1962-63 he was a staff member of SS
psycholpgists-tend
to reject human autonomy exploration.Probing the mysteries of the
Kalamazoo,Mich, before moving to Phoenix in
Hope, the world's first peacetime hospitalship. He
1958, where she also taught for over 15 years. She served in Peru and other South AmertbaiT countries. partly because-oftheir deterministicworking human creation is part of our worshiping God
was serving as president of Synodical Board of ReHe enrolledat Wayne University Medical School sumption and partly because of the wealth with our ny>tk It is a wav by which we mnv
formed Church Women in the Synod of the West at in Detroitaftergraduating from Hope. While there of evidence pointing to genetic and environ- come not only to know ourselves better
the time of her death.
he joined the Navy V-12 program. After three
mental influences -upon
also to draw closer to our creator and sense the
Surviving are her husband John and two sons
years he graduated and began his internship at BosNothing in these theological and scientificawesome mystery of his being. Our hope is
Jeffrey '67 and Jerry; her parents Mr.- and Mrs.
ton City Hospital, where he trained under James
views denigratesthe practical reality
that the divine revelationis not static, but
John Broersma;two sisters, Alice Browerand Grace Poppen '26.
human
choice or our capacity to shape
ever-continuing.In the second of C. S. Lewis'
Broersma '63 Closius; and two brothers, Sherwin
He was called to active duty in 1945 and sent to a
destinies through responsiblechoices.Since Chronicles of Narnia, the young child Lucy
and Richard.
VA hospitalin Indianapolis,Ind. Two years later he
persons and environments exist in a reciprocal meets the great lion Aslan after several
moved to Treasure Islandin San Franciscowhere he
Anthony B. Keizer '30 has been reported deceased enrolled in the graduate program at the University union, each affecting the other, one can insist months of separation,
that environmentsdetermine people nud that "Welcome, child."he said,
to the alumni office. He resided in Paradise, Calif.
of California.
No further information is available.
people create environments. Just as divine "Aslan," said Lucy, "you're bigger."
In 1952 he became chief of services with the
"That is because you are older, little one,"
Division of Laboratories and ClinicalPathology at sovereignty and human responsibility
William C. Kools, M.D., Hope College physician the Veterans Administration
Hospital in Fort
warp and woof in the fabric of Christiandoc- answeredhe.
in the late 1960's, died March 15, 1978 in
Miley.
trine, so also a simultaneous awareness
"Not because you are?"
Seminole,Fla.
He was autopsy surgeon with the Coroner's Of- environmental control and of personalcontrol "I am not. But every year you grow, you will
A nativeof Kalamazoo,Mich., Dr. Kools came to fice in San Franciscofrom 1951-52 and instructorin
are warp and woof to a personal existence find me bigger."
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The Alumni Office provides
"Career Corner," a want ad service
for alumni seeking employment.

Alumni who

i

career corner

are available for

permanent jobs are invited to submit
up to 50-word ads describing their
qualifications.These ads will be
printed anonymously and without
charge in "News from Hope College"
and "The Hope College Magazine."
Prospectiveemployers may
respond to the Alumni Office,
referring to the ads by number. We
will then match the employer with
your name and address and also furnish you with the employer's name
and address. From there, you're on
your own!
The receipt of ads will be
acknowledged. Ads will be printed as
soon as possible after we receive
them. "News from Hope College"
and "The Hope College Magazine"
are published a total of seven times

124 72 graduaie. M.A. in French literature,1977, University ol Illinois. Desire to teach French at pnvate seconilary, Bible school, or

Ads

will be printed twice unless

we

They may be

resubmitted.
If you have a job opportunityfor
any of the following employment
seekers please contact the Alumni
Office today.

communitycollege level.Good
modem I ranee from expen-

insight into Christianity in

ence. Will locate anywhere

125 1963 graduate. Ten years leaching expcnenceatsecondary level. M.Ed. degreefrom Grand Valley State Colleges. Ed.S. degree Irom Umv. ol Michigan!Experience

127 1977 graduatelooking lor tight work combination.
English major, with art and communications backgrountl, journalismexperience. Interested in journalism
(especiallymagazines),public relations, creative posi-

in college counseling. Desire administrative position in

New York.

tion in business, advertising or design. Willing to relocate.

*KT _words

am job hunting and would like to have the following want ad appear in the next Hope
College
,
No more than 50
*Please type

I

per year.

receive a stop-order.

126 1965 graduate, currently a tenuredprofessor ol English, seeks new career challenges in business or industry. Would like opportunityto use teaching skills, writing experience, and knowledge ol English grammar,
diction and usage. Detroit area only.

Name

publication:

___
_

-- --

Address

_

City, State, Zip

Telephone Number

Mail

to:

___
-

_

Alumni Office, Hope College, Holland, MI 49423
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Human

The
David Myers, professorof psychology , recently completed work on his first book, The
Humarr Puzzle: PsychologicalResearch and
Christian Belief. It will appear in fitne as the
lead volume in a new Harper & Row series,
"Christian Perspective on Counseling and the
Behavioral Sciences." The following "Conclusions" of the book are prepublished here
with the permission of Harper 6” Row.
Dr. Myers' book may be obtained from the
Hope Geneva Bookstore, Hope College, Holland, Michigan 49423.

and religious explanations generally operate
answer different questions, making them complementary,not
competing. If all revelationhas a common
source, then a fundamentalunity must exist
among the different levels at which human
nature can be understood. A challengingadventure thereforeawaits those who, in search
of a coherent world view, would probe both
the essential unity and the apparent tension
between religious and scientificviews of
human nature.
Relating science and theology has someby David Myers
times meant putting one at the mercy of the
other. Since it is increasinglyevident that
The purpose of this book has been to ex- both scientific and theologicaltheorizingis
plore human nature from the perspectivesof shaped by the beliefs and values of the
psychologicalresearchand Christian belief. 1 theorist, we must be wary of efforts to abproposed to distill the human image emerging solutize any given human interpretationof
from several different areas of researchand to either nature or Scripture.When scientific
relate this to the human image discerned by
concepts are congenial with Christian belief,
biblical scholarsand theologians.
we can celebrate the apparent coherence.When
I began by arguing for the appropriateness
there appears to be tension, we should explore
of relating psychologicalresearch and Chris- the apparent conflict with humility and opentian belief. In contrast to those who see nature ness.
and spirit as separaterealms and who thereWith this framework established,the prifore sense an intrinsic competition between mary agenda of this book was to relate Chrisnatural and spiritual understandings of
tian belief to four different areas of psychologhuman nature, the historic Hebrew-Christian ical research.
view sees God acting and revealing himself
Investigationsat the rapidly changing
through all events of his creation.Christians frontiers of bio-psychology point to the intican therefore see psychologicalresearch in
mate, mysterious union of mind and body.
Christian terms — as explorationof the
The evolutionary emergency of mind, the
natural revelation.
genetic foundation of our indvidual difIf, indeed, the natural as well as the biblical
ferences, and the correspondence between our
data are a part of God's revelation, then Chrisbrain states and our emotions, thoughts, and
tians should be open to the insights that come actions, all point to the unjty of mind and
through either, remembering that scientific body. Our minds do not occupy our bodies;
at different levels and

1.

Dr. Myers, a social psychologist,has been
on the Hope faculty since 1967. His research
has been supported by eight grants and fellowships, mostly from the National Science
Foundation, and has appeared in twenty scientific journals.

,

they are manifestationsof our bodies.
This holistic pictureof human nature
reachesback to connect with the ancient holistic understandings of the Hebrew people.The
idea that our human essence is pure spirit or
pure mind is nearly as foreign to biblical
thinking as to current scientific thought. In

;
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contrast to the dualistic body-soul image
which has shaped Western thought, the Old
and New Testaments consistentlyconvey a
unity of mind and body. No sharp distinction
is made between the two. This holistic image
is reinforcedin the Christian idea of human
mortality (in contrast to Plato's concept of the
immortal soul) and in the Christianhope that
ultimately the mind-body unit will, in some
form, be resurrected.One's view of human
nature — as a body-soul duality,as has been
popular since the ancient Greeks, or as a holistic entity, as seems to be the growing consensus of scientific and biblical scholarship — has
important practical implicationsfor one's
view of salvation, of ministry, and of one's
own body.
What is the relationshipbetween
people'sattitudes and the way they act? Although most attempts to influencepeople assume that causation proceeds from internal
attitudes to external action, thus implying
that one had best start by changing people's
hearts and minds, the evidence is at least as
strong for the reverse assumption. Diverse
researchfindings indicate that we are as likely
to act ourselves into a way of thinking as to
think ourselvesinto action. Attitudesand actions have a spiraling, reciprocal relationship,
each feeding on the other.
This insight regarding the effect of action
on one's attitudes and beliefs is congenialwith
the Hebraic understanding of religious
knowledge and faith.Throughout the Old and
New Testaments we are told that full knowledge of God comes through actively doing the
Word. Faith is enhancedby obedient action.
This is consistentwith the biblical image of
persons as whole beings and contrastswith
the more rationalistic views which follow
from viewing human nature as a body-mind
duality.Practical implicationsof these insights regarding behavior and belief can be
derived for church renewal, for worship, and
for Christian nurture.
2.

Having noted with satisfaction an
emerging unity to scientificand biblical
perspectiveson human nature, we must also
3.

openly probe areas of apparent tension.One
area of tensionis suggested by recent research
which demonstrates the prevalence of
superstitiousthinking. Human rationality is
riddledwith biases, errors, and distortions.
We are, for example, remarkably inclined to
perceive causal connections among events
which are merely correlated, to perceiverelationshipsbetween events even when there is
no relationship, and to think we can control
events which are beyond our control. These
illusions of thought confirm the biblicalimage
of the finiteness of the human mind, but they
also prompt one to wonder whether
superstitiousthinking might penetrate religion, giving people an inflated perception of
the manipulative power of their prayers.
Given the psychologicalneeds which are
satisfied by superstition,
true religion seems
as likely to be displacedby superstition as by
secularism.Although being overly sensitive
to superstitioncan move a person to cold,
cynical skepticism,being aware of possible
superstitiousinfections of petitionaryand
intercessoryprayer can serve two healthy
purposes. First, it can move Christiansto explore other deep purposes of prayer and meditation. Second, it may alleviate some of the
arrogance which so often accompanies a confident declaration of prayer's manipulative effects. When Christiansbegin to think that
nature is out of control except when their
prayers induce God's intervention,they have
begun to shrink their concept of God to a small
caricature of the great Creator-SustainerGod
of the Bible. The truth which Christianity
proclaims is not magical solutionsto problems, but the way of the Cross and the hope
that nothing can separateus from God's love.
The peace which flows from this conviction
runs deeper than the fragile comforts of our
continued on page fifteen

